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Vote Slated Wednesday




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An effort
to sidetrack a resolution to take back
Kentucky's ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment has failed and the
proposal to rescind appears headed for
a vote next week in the Kentucky
House.
The anti-ERA measure is up for a
vote Wednesday, and House Majority
Leader Bobbie Richardson, D-Glasgow,
said Friday that schedule still holds.
The attempt to shunt the proposal off
to an unfriendly committee went down
in defeat after an hour of parliamen-
tary maneuvering Friday.
At one point, House Speaker William
Kenton, D-Lexington, ordered the doors
locked, keeping anti-ERA members
from leaving the chamber and
depriving the House of a quorum.
Doorkeeper Stuart Kelly said he
recalled no other instance in the past
Loan Funds Available
For Summer At MSU
Loan funds are expected to be
available for the 1976 summer term for
eligible studer.ta at Murray State
University who are seeking assistance
through the National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) program.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray State,
said applicants for summer loans must
file a completed "Summer Term Only"
application in the Student Financial Aid
Office on the campus by March 1. He
emphasized that. the separate ap-
plication, which is available in the
Student Financial Aid Office is required
if NDSL assistance is being requested
for the summer term.
The NDSL program provides the
largest source of loan funds ad-
ministered by the university, according
to McDougal. He said loans are made at
three per cent interest and the interest
begins to accumulate nine months after
the borrower leaves school.
Both undergraduate and graduate
students enrolled for at least a half-




Jacque Dean, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Kenny Dean, 1000 Payne, has won
the right to represent the Murray State
University School in the Kentucky
Education Association's Region I
Bicentennial Spelling Bee at the school
February 28.
Representatives, determined by
school-wide competitions, will compete
from each school district in the region
with the winner going on to the state
championship contest in Louisville's
Executive Inn West on April 14.
Every student in the University
School participated in the elimination
atecess with Jacque, a sixth grader,
Merging the winner.
Finishing in second place was Karl
Anderson, 5th grade student and son of
Dr. and Mrs. Buford Anderson, 911
North 18th Street.
In charge of the contest was Miss
Venona Rogers, an assistant professor
in the Department of Child Studies and
a teacher at the school. Judges were
Mrs. Cheryl Havens and Mrs. Gall
Havens.
apply. To qualify, an applicant must
establish a need for financial assistance
as determined by federal guidelines
and regulations and show evidence of
academic promise.
S. G. Hale, fiscal officer in the
Student Financial Aid Office, said
National Direct Student Loans are to be
repaid on a quarterly schedule over a
10-year period, with the first obligation
due one year after leaving school.
Deferment of repayment can be given
to borrowers who choose to continue
their education or who choose military
Peace Corps, or VISTA service.
Teachers in soecial education or in
designated poverty areas may have a
percentage of their loan repayment
obligation canceled each year, with
cancellation of the entire loan, plus
interest, possible in five years.
All transactions during the obligation
period are handled by the Student
Financial Aid Office. Further inquiries
about the NDSL program or requests
for application forms should be
directed to: Student Financial Aid
Office, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., telephone
(502) 762-2546.
In House
six sessions when the doors had been
locked to prevent legislators from
bolting.
Opponents of the Equal Rights
Amendment have proposed House Joint
Resolution 7 to rescind the 1972 Ken-
tucky legislature's approval of the
amendment.
The trouble arose Friday when Rep.
Mary Ann Tobin, D-Irvington, moved to
send the resolution to the Judiciary-
Statutes Committee. The resolution has
been approved by the Elections and
Constitutional Amendments Com-
mittee. The judiciary group reportedly
would be far cooler toward it.
Miss Tobin's motion touched off an
hour of debate on whether a quorum
was present. Kenton left the chair
twice, turning the gavel over to
Richardson in the absence of Rep.
Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, the speaker pro
tern, who was ill.
Kenton eventually ruled that a
quorum was present, but before Miss
Tobin's motion could be taken up,
Richardson moved for adjournment.
The motion passed, 36-25, and the
House adjourned without further ac-
tion.
The House and Senate reconvene at 2
p.m. Tuesday after taking Monday off
in observance of Washington's Bir-
thday. ire
In a more routine session Friday, the
Senate passed and sent to the House a
bill that would add sheriffs and deputy
sheriffs to the list of law officers whose
survivors receive $5,000 from the state
if the officers die in the line of duty.
The Senate also passed and sent to
the governor House Bill 141, which
would require the Kentucky Historic
Preservation Review Board and the
Kentucky Heritage Commission to give
public notice and hold a hearing before
nominating a building or other site to




LAKER ROYALTY — Sandy Bibb, a senior at Calloway County High
School was named as the Laker Homecoming Queen Friday night.
Mayfield spoied the festivities though as the takers dropped a 48-46 con-




KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)— The
Tennessee Valley Authority says
March power charges will decline 4
cents per 1,000 kilowatthours used.
TVA said Friday basic electric bills
in March will be about $21 to $25,
depending on local rate schedules, for a
home using 1,000 kilowatthours of
electricity.
TVA said expenses affecting monthly
power charges under the fuel andel.
purchased power adjustment did not
increase in January, thus permitting
rates for March to decline.
Increased power was available in
January from hydroelectric plants,
which have no fuel cost, the agency
said.
Meanwhile, TVA also said
preliminary figures show that mild
weather this week resulted in a sub-
stantial drop in regional power
demands.
"The heating season does not end
until about April, but even one week of
mild weather can make a difference to
users of electric heat on coming power
bills," the agency said.
"Since the effective rates for elec-
tricity are still running below the levels
of most of last summer and fall, the end
of winter could bring a drop in electric
heating bills as dramatic as the in-
creases that came with an abnormally
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House Expected To Override Veto Of Jobs Measure
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The White O'Neill Jr. of Massachusetts branded
House is taking a pessimistic view of its the presidential action "another
chances for upholding President Ford's deplorable example of President Ford's
veto of a $6.1 billion public works lobs disdain for the nation's unemployed"
and predicted the House, which passed
Ford vetoed the bill on Friday, the bill 321 to 80 last month, would
calling it "little more than an election muster far more than the twothirds
year pork barrel." The President majority needed to override Ford's
contended the public works bill would veto.
"do little to create jobs for the unern- The House vote is scheduled for
ployed." Thursday. If the House overrides the
Backers of the bill said it would veto, Senate action would follow soon
provide 600,000 new jobs. after.
House Democratic Leader Thomas Senate leaders had no predictions on
the outcome of an override attempt, but
the bill passed the Senate by more than
a two-thirds majority.
Max Friedersdorf, chief White House
lobbyist, conceded Friday that "ob-
viously, it's going to be difficult" to
sustain Ford's veto.
"It's pork barrel," Friedersdorf said
of the bill. "There are a lot of goodies in
there for members of Congress."
Friedersdorf said he and his staff
would emphasize last month's drop in
unemployment and the high cost of the
bill in their attempts to convince
members of Congress to support the
veto.
But House Speaker Carl Albert, D-
Okla., expressed the congressional
leadership's position when he said, "It
is beyond me to understand why he
( Ford) would not want to invest one-
third of the nearly $20 billion we are
paying in unemployment compensation
payments ... and put 600,000 people
back to work."
The veto was Ford's 46th. Eight have
been overridden, the most recent the
$45 billion money bill for labor, health
Industrial Output Up Ninth Straight Month
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The output of
the nation's industry increased for the
ninth consecutive month in January,
another indication that last month was
a good one for the economy.
An increase in industrial production
should mean more jobs became
available in the nation's factories,
mines and utilities.
The Federal Reserve Board said
Friday that industrial production rose
by seven-tenths of 1 per cent in January
and sixtenths of 1 per cent in
December.
Production of consumer goods, such
as home appliances and television sets,
was strong, although the Fed noted a
slight reduction in auto output.
The gains in industrial production
followed a big drop in unemployment to
7.8 per cent during the month and
reports that wholesale prices were
SPELLING IHE WINNER: Jacque Dean, at microphone, a with grade student at the Murray State university school,
will represent the school in the Kentucky Education Association district competition Feb. 28, after winning the
school's contest Friday. She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Kenny Dean, 1000 Payne. Winners,in the grade contests
and competing with her in the finals were Front row, from left, Mikal Grimes, Leslie Adams, Laura Cella, Greer
Houston and Charles Cella. Back row, ;eft to right, Tim Wilcois Karl Anderson, who finished runerup, Charles
Woods and Kevin Cole. Miss Venona Rogers, a teacher at the school and in charge of the contest is on the right.
stable for the third consecutive month
In January — indicating continuing
improvement in the nation's inflation
problems.
The Labor Department said in its
wholesale price report Friday that
prices of farm products, including most
foods, declined 2.8 per cent in January,
the third straight month of decline.
The Federal Reserve Board said its
Industrial production index for January
stood at 119.3 of the 1967 average of 100.
That represented an 8.5 per cent
Increase in production since the
recession low last April.
Auto production dropped slightly to
an annual rate of 7.6 million units, down
from 7.8 million units in December.
However, the board said it expects auto
production to rise to the eight million
unit level in February.
In Detroit, the nation's four auto
companies said domestic car sales
were up 21 per cent in early February
from depressed year-earlier levels.
Industry sales remained down 14 per
cent from the same 1973 period, before
the industry plunged into a deep two-
year slump.
and welfare programs. That veto was
overridden late last month.
The jobs bill has strong backing from
local government officials. It would
supply $2.5 billion in grants to state and
local governments for construction or
Improvement of schools, sewers and
other projects.
A controversial item in the bill is
"anti-recession" aid grants to state and
local governments. It would be
triggered when unemployment hits 6
per cent to guarantee continuation of
public services.
It would pay out $125 million for each
three-month period during the next 15
months for each half percentage point
above the 6 per cent unemployment
percentage. It seeks to fill the gap
where rising costs have resulted in
layoffs of public employes at the local
level.
Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy today with a 20 per
cent chance of showers and a high
temperature in the mid 60s. Variable
cloudiness with a 60 per cent chance of
rain tonight and a low in the low 50s.
Variable cloudiness tomorrow with a 40
per cent chance of rain and a high in the
upper 60s. Southerly winds today at 10
mph.
State Official Says Temperature
Too Warm To Attack Blackbirds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — A Ken-
tucky pest control official says it's too
warm this weekend for effective
spraying of blackbird roosts in Western
Kentucky.
Coburn Gayle, director of the state
Division of Pest and Noxious Weed
Control, who has been supervising state
efforts to kill the hordes of winter-
roosting birds, said Friday night that
there would be no chemical attacks this
weekend unless the weather forecast
changed drastically.
Gayle, reached by telephone in
Frankfort, had been staying with other
officials at the Town Motel at
Russellville, site of a 30-acre roost that
was sprayed unsuccessfully on Feb. 5.
A helicopter was used to drench the
roost with a detergent, alcohol and
water mixture to remove protective oils
from the bird's feathers.
Predicted cold, rainy weather was
expected to cause the birds to lose
consciousness and die of exposure, but
the predicted rains failed to materialize
and all but a few of the estimated 6
million birds in the roost survived the
attack
The officials have been waiting for
another cold, rainy night to spray the
roost again.
While rain was predicted for this
weekend, Gayle said he returned to
Frankfort after weather forecasts
indicated low temperatures during the
weekend would be in the 40s, too warm
for effective use of the chemical spray.
He said he could return to Western
Kentucky and another spraying attack
could be launched "on two or three
hours notice" if colder weather ap-
peared likely.
Gayle said temperatures should be in
the 30s for the chemical to have its
intended effect.
He said the officials were looking
optimistically at extended forecasts
calling for colder weather early next
week.
A federal judge in Washington heard
arguments Friday on a motion to block
eradication of the winter-rocketing
blackbirds in Western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
The motion by the Society for Animal
Rights asks a permanent injunction
against an emergency hill recently
signed into law by President Ford.
The bill was pushed through Congress
by Kentucky and Tennessee legislators
who claimed the presence of the birds
was a threat to agriculture and that the
birds were to blame for an increasing
incidence of histoplasmosis, a human
lung disease, in the two states.
Thomas Osborne, a Hopkinsville,
Ky., attorney, argued that the Society.
for Animal Rights had not shown how i
would be "irreparably harmed'.
through chemical spraying of the
roosts.
"Congress intended to deal with an
emergency situation," Osborne argued.
"The law is aimed at public-health
protection and as such it must be given
the most liberal construction.
U.S. District Judge William Bryant
said he would rule Tuesday on the
motion.
Under the emergency law, U.S.
Interior Secretary Thomas Kleppe has
authorized Kentucky officials to use
chemical spraying to eradicate eight
roosts in Western Kentucky, including
the massive one at Russellville
. ,
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Jake S. Gives
John the Bird
By Abigail Van Buren
157610 Maw& Trwa.no 01 V Mimi *cat Inc
DEAR ABBY: First there appeared in your column a
letter from a woman who complained because her husband
bought a myna bird and taught it to say dirty words and
phrases. Then, John D. Maybe wrote in suggesting that the
wife threaten her husband with arrest for contributing to
the delinquency of a myna.
Now, I have a message for John: Dear John, why don't
you myna your own business?"
JAKE SMITH, SAN DIEGO
DEAR JAKE: You're funnier than John (maybe).
DEAR ABBY: I am a teenager, and because so many
adults keep asking us "ungrateful" teenagers what we
want, I have finally found an answer that I think says
everything:
I am a teenager and this is what I want:
I want time to be alone-alone with my thoughts.
I want to be accepted for what I am.
I want to be loved by those who brought me into this
world.
I want a home that is rich in honesty, sharing and caring.
I want to be heard: I just might have something to say
that you need to hear.
I want to know more about myself -my sexuality, my
desires, my goals.
I want to know God and worship Him in my own way.
I want to live my life one day at a time; for only then willI know its fullness.
And as I would live my life for me, so would I have you
live your life for you.
A TEENAGER
DEAR TEENAGER: Good. Did you write it? If not, I
would like to offer my congratulations to the author.
DEAR ABBY: I met a young lady about six months ago.Our romance progressed to the point of marriage.
After some uneasy times between us, things got so badthat one night I lost my temper, and in a fit of anger, I hither.
She had been married before, and she told me that her
ex-husband used to beat her up. She promised herself that
she would never let another man lay a hand on her.
Now that I have hit her once she thinks it will happen
again and has therefore refused to see me again.
Abby, I love this girl with all her heart and am willing to
do anything to make up with her, but she won't budge.
How can I get her to give me another chance? I have
promised it would never happen again, but she doesn'tbelieve me.
_ --LT IN HOUSTON
DEAR LOST: Sorry, I'm With her. Who knows whenyou'll lose your temper and in a fit of anger hit her again?Better start over with • new girl and a fresh slate.
DEAR READER: Today is St. Valentine's Day, so be asweetheart and call someone who's alone and say, "I'mthinking of you." Take some flowers to someone in anursing home. Put all your discarded clothes in a box forGoodwill. Laugh at an old joke. Donate some blood. Doyour exercises. Pay your dentist bill. Listen to yourteenager. Tell your parents you think they're great. Tape alove note on his (or her) mirror. Forgive an enemy. If youlove someone, tell him (or her) now! And don't wait untilnext Valentine's Day to be • sweetheart again.
Love,
ABBY
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069.
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Mrs. Ruth Key, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Jeanette Chilton,
R.. 1, Box 115, Kirksey, Mrs.
Anna Requarth, 1107 Main St.,
Murray, Mrs. Louise Overby,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Saltwater, sloe lane net
received Heir liese-dellvered
copy el The norm Ledger 1
Tines by 5316 p. oo. /Acoodey-
Friday or by p. es. ea
Seterileys ere wiped Vs nil
753-tete betweee 5:341 p. S.
mid 6 p. bleadey-Fridry,
err 3:31 p. go. mid 4 p. m.
lotertioys, to lesere delivery
of fbo newseeper. Cols moot
be pieced by Sp. week
days er 4p. Setvnioys to
owereotee delivery.
1630 Farmer Ave., Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis Price, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Jacqueline
Boyd, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Ted Cunningham, 1100
Berkshire, Murray, Mrs.
Betty Hargove, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Wanda Lyons, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Mary Scott, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Lovella
Oglesby, Box 106, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Debra Farley and Baby
Boy 1619 Wiswell Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Kaye Lovett and Baby
Boy, R. 4, Bent on, Mrs. Sandy
Morton and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Miss Mary Cokolow,
206 Spruce, Murray, Mrs.
'Betty D(dd, 913 N. 18th,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy Futrell,
Box 152 R. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Margery /than, 810 Sah Wa
Circle, Murray, Mrs. Lucille
Hargis. R . 3, Murray, Mrs.
Auda Thweatt R:. 3, Benton,
Mrs. Arda It Brandon, Box 47,
Almo. Arlon Sheridan, 1052
Wilford, Mayfield, Mrs. Sam
Wilson, H. 4, Box 124,
Murray. Mrs. Robbie Orr, 1660
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. 011ie
Hale, 1112 Norman St., Fulton.
SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Proscription and
Sundry 14“ds
-Open 12:00 A. M. Til 6 P. M.-
41, 40.
p.
Alex Petrides and Alicia Helen Markarian will star as
the husband and wife team of the musical, "I Do! I Dor
to open Monday, February 16, at the Market House
Cultural Center, Paducah, sponsored by the City-County
Arts Council. The entire event, including a dinner
theatre buffet, will benefit the Market House Museum,
the Alben Barkley Young Historians Museum, and the
Eloise B. leutenmayer Music Scholarship Fund. Per-
formances are Monday through Sunday at 815 p.m. and
a Sunday matinee at two p.m. Tickets are $350, $4.50
and $5 tax included. The benefit buffet is $4.75 tax and
tip included and will be served from 6:15 to 7:45 p.m.
prior to each evening performance. Reservations may
be made at the Arts Council office, 134 Broadway,




Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
Pm.
"Young at Hearts Dinner"
for members, 70 or older, will
be by the Young Adults Class
of Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ at six p.m. in the
multi-purpose room of the
church.
Special birthday supper will
be held at the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.
Jackson Purchase Kappa
Delta Alumnae Association
meeting is cancelled, and will
be rescheduled in March.
Chili Supper with serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. will be held
at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church by
the UMYF . Prices will be $2.00
for adults and 91.00 for
children under twelve.
Bake sale, spored by
Willing Workers Club of
Hazel, will be held at Roses at
Central Shopping Center,




will be held at the church at
seven p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Men will have a breakfast at
the church at seven a.m. with
Frank Gonzales as  speaker.
Monday, February 16
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the United
Campus Ministry building.
Murray Postoffice will be




will meet with Mrs. Helen Cole
at one p.m.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. with the program by
the Murray High School Stage
Band.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Alateen will meet a (lite AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Community Continuing
Nursing Education meeting
will be held at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
Conference Room at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. Katy Hufnagle as
speaker.
Tommy Taylor will be
presented in a special
program at eight p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fourth Floor, Fine Arts
Building, MSU. A charge of
fifty cents for off campus
persons will be made. A
reception will follow.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m: at
the Masonic Hall.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at 3:30 p.m.
at the fellowship hall.
Monday, February 11
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at Fellowship Hall,
Kirksey United Methodist
Church, at one p.m. for its arts





Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of - Mrs.
Ralph Robertson at seven
p.m.
Ruth Wils9n Circle of Good
Shephered United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the church at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
dinner meeting at 6 ; 30 p.m. at
the club house.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens with
sack lunch at 11:30 a.m., band
practice at 1:45 p.m., and
square dance lessons at two
p.m.
Bea Walker and Janelle
Doyle Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at
the home of Mrs. James
Rogers at 7:30 p.m.
'Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Judy Koch at
7:30p.m.
Hazel Baptist Women will
have their Home Mission
Study with Mrs. Thyra
Crawford and Mrs. Lottie
Bowden as guest leaders at
the church at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 18
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Two organizational session
of a local chapter of the Isaak
Walton League will be at the
Ellis Community Center. One
session is scheduled for 12:30
p.m. and the other for 7:30
p.m.
Wadesboro Homemaker
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clete Young at 10: 30 a. m
Murray Open Duplitd
Bridge Club will meet :1
Gleason Hall at seven p.m
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30p.m. atCorvetti,
Lanes.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Jan
Maddpx at 1:30 p.m. Call 753-





FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1/711
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
What you seek may not be
available NOW, but earnest
trying will bring eventual
reward. You can act effectively
when you have the will.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) NW
What attracts may not be
really choice, and what you are
tempted to brush aside may be
the winner you are seeking.
So your best judgment
needed.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Plans may have to be
changed. Do not become upset:
many will be for the better. If
asked for advice, give it, but.
don't press your opinions on
others.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 40(z)
Beneficent influences
stimulate your astuteness and
your ability to "hold things
together" - even groups of
people.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)444a
Day starts out brightly, and
you can keep it that way, if you
will. Just be careful not to let
irresponsible persons lead you
into unproductive activities.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riPk11.
Personal relationships highly
congenial. In fact, your career




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Through good methods, in-
tegrity and following successful
past procedures, you can put




(Oct. 24 to Nov. M) IlvtV
If adaptability, imagination
and energies are wisely
directed, you and others whom
you influence will draw readily
on success patterns. This is no
day for dawdling!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Certain obstacles in your path
will call for either more con-
centrated effort on your part or
a complete revision of plan if
they are to be overcome.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. M to Jan. 20) AC/
Curb emotions and a tendency
to go to extremes. Tighten reins
on spending, but don't scrimp
unwisely and lose out in the long
run.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your Uranus excellently
positionerLStretch your talents
and abilities to cover some of
the sparse arms in your field of
attainment.
PISCE
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 24) 
X
S
Not all things will come easily
now and, as last week, you will
have some important decisions
to make. Make them carefully,
however, and you will be in line
for many benefits.
)er,0
YOU BORN TODAY are an
innately enthusiastic, outgoing
person; are well endowed
mentally and often achieve
physically as well as, for in-
stance, in the world of sports.
Yours is a Sign of vibrance and
magnanimity and it also en-
dows you with great will power,
determination, idealism, keen
Intuition and foresight. Your
personality fits you for
leadership in many fields, but
you must curb a tendency to be
overbearing with others. Birth-
date of: Galileo, astronomer.
physicist. 
FORMONDAY, FEBRUARY 111, 1171
Look in the section in which now. Also aim at
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARLES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IrFft
Do not procrastinate in
matters which demand time
and energy. Neither take on
extracurricular activities which
could clutter your schedule.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Verso highly beneficent A
splendid period for creative




May 22 to June 21) 111.19.
The position of Mercury now
stimulates your talents, brings
you highly inspirational ideas.
Channel efforts in the proper
direction and you can achieve
much.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) et)
A good period for long-range
thinking and plans. Review
carefully before launching
unfamiliar ventures, but do not
hesitate to try for a new
achievement.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44:g
Your best assets are your
dynamic personality and your
gift of salesmanship. Both
should make this a good day for
you - IF you use them smartly.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Wit.
A conservative and prudent
attitude will keep you from
going overboard through
misguided enthusiasm - a
tandeacy now.
LIBRA 
insEl(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You will accomplish more if
you quell unrest and agitation,
and neither drive nor insist
beyond the line of diplomacy.
Some "lesser" items ARE
important.
(Oct. IA to Nov. 22) nvelf,
SCORPIO
task to those things you know
and do most ably for success
eventual ac-
complishment in new areas. Be
alert to the insincerity of flat-
terers.
SAGITTARIUS aep
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may note an increasing
tempo in some areas which will




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /1J0
Concentrate on substantial
and pertinent matters. Avoid
unwise speculation and com-
plications but do not sidestep
problems that must be handled.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) lz,414AQUARIUS
Persons with whom you deal
will not all feel up to par; some
are working under stress. Offer
a helpful word; it helps. Launch
well-considered plans.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xe.
Reserve some moments for
quiet reflection. They could
release hidden treasures of
ideas that otherwise might be
stifled. Average gains in-
dicated.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great personal
magnetism and a brilliant wit.
If living on the higher plane, you
can reach top level attainment
and become a leader in almost
any field you choose as a life
work. Your personality is a
volatile one and, if at your best,
you make a delightful, buoyant
companion; at other times, you
can be too opinionated, or just
plain moody. And one does not
know when to expect these
quick changes of mood, either.
You MUST learn to conquer
such tendencies for, with self-
mastery, others will be drawn
to you instinctively, and you will
make many friends along the
high road to success. Fields in
which you could make a notable
name for yourself: the stage,
literature, music, the law,
politics and science. Birthdate
of: Ernst Haeckel, noted
biologist.
Wed Six Iv Years
Mr. And Mrs. William S. Murdock
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Murdock will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, February n.
All relatives and friends are invited to open house at their
home on Murray Route Seven between the hours of two and
four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Murdock were married Feb. 23, 1916 at
Dukedom, Tenn. Their attendants were Ben Johnson and the
late Mrs. Jewell Powell.
Mrs. Murdock, the former (Ma Jones, is the daughter of the
late Ada and William Jones.
Mr. Murdock is a retired farmer and a veteran of World War
I. He is the son of the late Molly and B. C. Murdock.
The couple has three children who are Mrs. Maydell Slay,
Rockford, 111., Calvin Murdock, Cherryville, N. C., and Max
Murdock, Plymouth, Mich. There are rune grandchildren and
twenty great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Murdock are natives of Graves County and
they moved to Calloway County in 1919. They are active mem-
bers of the Beech Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mr. Murdock is still able to drive his car. "We are thankful,"
Mrs. Murdock stated. "We have been blessed many many
times. It's been a good marriage, I would not trade Will for
anybody I've ever seen," she continued.
My husband tells people he is as beautiful as he ever was, I
don't agree, but I will say "that there is not another person in
the world like him." Mr. Mw-dock smiled.
Winners Named In Bridge Play
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club hosted five tables
of bridge players Wednesday
evening at its weekly meeting.
High scores for the night
were held by Max and Kay
Carman ( 1st place North-
South), and by the team of
Corky Harrison and Tosun
Yoruk (2nd place North-
South). Bob and Ruth Howard
tied Wally and Anne Swan for
top honors among the East
West players in a very close
match.
The club showed an increase
in tables again this week, even
though several of their regular
players were unable to attend.
All bridge players are cor-
dially invited to join in the fun
of this fast growing, popular
sport.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club meets every
Wednesday evening in
Gleason Hall at St. Leo's
Church on N. 12th St. Doors
open at 6:30, and play begins
at 7:00p.m.
For further information, or
for help in securing a partner
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I Please Present Coupon When OrderingI
11 
Offer Expires Feb. 16, 1976
Paris Kt, ktoyfit41, Ky.
There's more to like at Burger Chef
SO don't settle for less
,
1304 Maio, larorray, Ky.
111.............. 
--- Please Present Coupon When Ordering
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What Others Are Saying...
Following excerpts from edi-
torials in British newspapers fol-
lowing initiation of Concorde air
service to Bahrein,
DAILY TELEGRAPH —
Without doubt, it must be the
greatest leap forward in air
travel the world has ever known. GLASGOW HERALD —
Britain's future has become
DAILY MIRROR — The Con- linked with this aircraft and
corde fiasco is a vainglorious there is no point now in worrying
exercise in reliving the heady about past mistakes. New mar-
days of our long lost empire. kets must be found and overseas
Concorde was, is and will re- opposition must be overcome.
main, a monument to vanity and Britain expects and requires no
arrogarre. Don't think Concorde less. And it looks as if American
represents the future. It economic realism may rise to
embodies the past. the occasion.
THE SUN — We can't afford
Concorde. There is no chance
that it will ever repay the mil-
lions squandered on it. Never-
theless, it is hard to resist a
surge of jingoistic pride about
the fact that it is in service.
Comments About Detente From Abroad
The Yorkshire Post — The recently disarranged order of
whole of the free world must be foreign policy priorities of the
anxious about Soviet intentions, two global powers. Both do not
Russia often speaks the lan- want to let their joint and vital
guage of detente, but her actions interest in further negotiations
are mostly the actions of im- on the limitation of strategic
perialism. And there can be no arms be destroyed by Angola.
doubt that the West's first line of Moscow has pledged moderation
defense must be public aware-
ness. Moscow's intentions, as we
have already seen in so many
parts of the world, are clearly
aggressive. There is danger in position below the level of provo-
letting the Russians know that cation.
they have been rumbled, but
there would be greater danger in
keeping the people of the free
world in ignorance.
Stuttgarter Zeitung — Despite
it all, Brezhnev and Kissinger
have made it clear that they are
prepared for serious and reason-
able negotiations and do not
intend to allow regional con-
flicts, such as Angola, destroy
the global concept of detente.
This does not help the people in
Angola much, but hopefully
saves humanity from global
disaster. Measured against
these considerations, Kissin-
ger's visit may have been worth-
while, after all.
mainly it helped overcome
the deadlock in the nuclear dia-
logue. Moscow has returned to a
The Financial Times — The
military capacity of the Soviet
Union has steadily increased,
both qualitatively and quantita-
tively. Detente as it has been
understood in the past is not
working.
All this has happened at a time
of a wakening, not so much of
American power, as of the will to
use it. It has been this coinci-
dence which has led to the sug-
gestions that detente is a one-
way pull, and that the West has
become dangerously weak
Yet it is perhaps more appro-
priate to say that the West has a
chance to reassess its interests
and to take stock of Soviet inten-
Die Zeit — Henry Kissinger's tions and capabilities in the light
of recent events.
Troubles Dim Olympic Flame
The opening of the 1976 winter
Olympics at Innsbruck found
much of the world holding its
breath. The anxiety was not so
much over who is going to win
but over the fate of the games
themselves as an international
institution.
As it is, police and soldiers
assigned to provide security at
the Olympic Village in the
Tyrolean Alps outnumber the
athletes by about five to one. The
tragedy which befell Israeli
athletes at the hands of
Palestinian terrorists at Munich
in 1972 hangS like a cloud over a
scene that is supposed to
symbolize the opportunity for
sports to create good will
between the nations of the world.
No amount of police protection
can deal with other problems
that have risen to mar the spirit
of the Olympics. The divergence
between nations on what
constitutes amateur and
professional status of athletes
remains unresolved, and only
time will tell whether judges and
referees in 1976 will be more
capable of delivering
unprejudiced decisions than they
were in 1972.
The summer games may begin
July in an incomplete stadium in
Montreal, with Canadian
taxpayers faced with
underwriting the deficit in a
budget that originally was fixed
at $310 million but has spiraled to
more than $1 billion.
No matter how much
sportsmanship individual
athletes bring to the adverse
games, the winds of politics and
economics are in danger of
snuffing out the Olympic flame.
If 1976 does not see a change in
the weather, the outlook for the




Ford's top adviser on economic
policy, finds much to be cheerful
about in his review of economic
indicators. However, he cites
one indicator which could spell
trouble. It's the U.S. Congress,
which appears to be in a mood to
try to hasten recovery along- by
pumping billions of dollars into
programs to create jobs.
The danger, as Mr. Seidman
points out, is that resorting to
this old remedy could reverse
the headway being made against
inflation, thus bringing back the
conditions that led to recession
in the first place.
Mr. Seidman says that 1.3 mil-
lion of the two million jobs lost in
the recession already have been
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American parents may be
among the meat brutal in the
world.
Cases of ctuld abuee we at an
all-time high. invohnng an esti-
mated MOOD children each year.
Many authorities speculate that
the true incidence may be three
to foie times as high.
Battering is by no MIMS the
only way a child can In slued
Neglect mid underfeeding to the
point of earration we other
manifeetatine. About one-third
of the children under age two
who are admitted to tespitals for
malnutrition have m arsenic
disease thst coukl *nowt for
their condon and they respond
premptly to adecliate feeding
and care
The vast majority of child
labuse cases involve children
under the see of vw Ont' out
lof five of these injured children
By F..1 L Biasing:lune. MD
show severe damage, such as
deep bruises, conansions or
fractures of the skull or other
bones
Qiikl allude is difficult to un-
cover because most parents,
even in a hospital emergency
room, will not admit such
cruelty
Child abusers usually come
from unstable homes and proba-
bly were miareited by their
parents The enervative( pres-
sures of trying to survive in our
industriabated society may be
one reason why parents bed
their children_
Moot experts agree it is essen-
tial that health pretend** be
on the alert for bettered children
becatne child slime is a vinous
cycle which is Week, to be repe-
ated. Qom *paid be reported
immediately by the eximining
physician to the local deport
ment of social services became
the next incident of abuse which
occurs may rest* in the child's
death or severe brain damage. If
the ham enviromient continues
to be unhealthy, the child must
be placed in a foster home.
Voltdeer graups have been
beneficial in working with
parents who seek help because
they cannot stop themselves
from ablating their children.
Far more attention * needed
to try to find preventive
measures for this mounting.
brutal sad disgraceful problem.
q. Mr. L.G. diu for an ex-
planation of why the ability to
talk varies so much in different
persons who have had a smite
Some persons talk almost nor-
mally and others are not able to
respond to questions which they
appear to untieretand
BLASINGAMF
A Speech Impairment may be
related to the seventy of the
stroke and the amount of
damage to adjacent brain tissue
Also, since the brain structure
varies in right and left-handed
persong right-handed persons
often have more damage to the
speech center (Broca's area)
with greater loss of speech
(aphasia).
Q. Mint RP. wants to know it
the age of the donor will affect
an eye bsuiks's acceptance of a
person's eyes.
A. Die donations usually are
accepted from healthAwpersons
Up to 50 years of age. cared ?-
bons of acceptance vary among
eye bead I suggest that you ark
your physician, hospital or
Public h-NIN1 office to determine
the criteria applicable in your
area.
nevem les Iuet iftape, IrontrIp. fl
in industrial production this year
should restore more, and with
steady growth the economy
again can begin to absorb new
workers entering the labor force
at the rate of 500,000 a year.
While everyone would like to
see unemployment eased more
rapidly, the congressional
formulas _to do so involve stag-
gering federal expenditures, and
no one is really sure what the
results would be. Democrats
advocating a $6.2 billion job pro-
gram say it will put 800,000
people to work. How do they
know? An authoritative study by
the Urban Institute maintains
that about 60,000 jobs can be
credited to each $1 billion spent
on federal job-making programs
— less than half of what the
Democrats claim.
The idea that the government
can spend the country into
propserity is an old one. If our
long history of using federal
deficits to stimulate the econ-
omy tells us anything, it is that
any "prosperity" that results is
the kind that self-destructs when
the bill for inflation comes due.
Guest Editorial
It Ain't How It's Said
Powell, Wyo., Tribune
Delegates to the recent annual
convention of the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English in San
Diego, Calif., were told that too
much concern is paid to how a
student says something, rather
than what he says.
For instance, when a boy says,
"I don't have no pencil," should
an English teacher give him a
lecture on double negatives? No,
said council executive director
Robert Hogan. The teacher
should give him a pencil.
When it comes time to fill out
job applications, students are
going to need to be able to say
more than, "I don't have no pen-
cil."
1/CitA THE HALL5 or Roctoci
IN6TiTurr




LArt AND OH 114E SEA
Cooley News Sory,. p
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray lodger d Times is
published every afternoon cereal Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Clay, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Mc • 103 N 401 St Murray.
Ky. 42071
Second Class Pos tog* Paid at Murray
Ky 42071.
SURSCRIPT1ON RATES In areas served
by carriers. $2 25 per rnopth, payable in
°droner By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin. Mayheid. Sod/ego
and Farmington Ky . and Paris •
Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn. $ I 5 00
per year y molt to other destinations.
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken-
tucky Press Association ond Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
10 Years Ago
Joe Russell Arnold, Amos McCarty,
Jr., Herman Lee Carrol, Dwight
Herbert Brinn, and Jack Walker
Mitchell were inducted into the Army in
the February draft call, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, chief clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
Mary Robbins and Edward M. West,
Jr., Murray High School seniors, have
been named finalists in the National
Merit Scholarship Program for 1965-66.
Cheerleaders at Calloway County
High School are Carol Taylor, Phyllis
Cunningham, Lea Ann Lampe, Brenda
Jones, Sheila Roberts, Yvette Watson,
Nancy Allen, and Paulette Farris.
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Gowans an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Judith Anne, to Jimmy
Lassiter Adams, son of Mrs. Fannie
Lou Adams.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Sindin R. Jobs on February
12.
20 Years Ago
All types of fishing and hunting
licenses brought a total of $28,681.50
during 1955 to the office of Calloway
County Court Clerk Randall Patterson,
according to figures released by the
clerk.
The Faculty String Quartet of
Murray State College will be presented
in a concert on February 21. Members
are Roman Pryciatkevytch, violin,
Josiah Darnall, violin, David J.
Gowans, viola, and Neale Mason, cello.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Backwoods Romeo" to be presented
February 18 by the Senior Class at
Almo High School are Eugene Herndon,
Bob Parris, Donald Burkeen, Shirley
Lovett, Joyce Bizzell, Oretha Witty,
Marjorie Wilkinson, Jeanette Nichols,
Myrtle Mathis, Barbara Edmonds,
Jeanett Herndon, Sue Parrish, Larry
Woodall, and Daniel Pritchett.
Dr. Forrest Pc .gue will be speaker at
the meeting of the First Methodist
Men's Club on February 15.
Murray State College beat Western 74
to 70 in a basketball game with Crit-
tenden getting 72 points for Murray.
30 Years Ago
Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway County
Health Officer, said about twelve cases
of measles and thirty cases of whooping
cough have been reported in schools.
He also said cases of itch were repor-
ted.
Pictured this week are some of the
thirty-three portable units now on the
Murray State campus to provide
housing for veterans and their families
at the college.
Deaths reported this week include
Frank Wrather, age 79, Miss Cora Love
Scott, age 69, Thomas ( Pete I Sledd, age
20, Mrs. Katie Thomas Sison, age 78 and
Flight Officer Robert G. Bergman, age.
22.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr of Murray
announce the engagement of their.
daughter, Jane, to Merle T. Basden,
of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Basen of
Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Edna Elkins and J. D. Robinsoft-
were married February 10.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hugh
Irvan, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh F.
Redden, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brandon
Dill, and a boy to Mr. and Mts. Glen
Jeffrey.
40 Years Ago
The Murray City Council met for a
special meeting to draw up a WPA
project which calls for the extension of
the Murray Sewerage System on Main
from 12th for about three blocks to the
area of the home of Dr. L. D. Hale.
Sales for dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market for the season haiot
been reported at 983,803 pounds fat
$67,324.42 for an average of $6.84.
Deaths reported this week includt
Dr. John Boatwright, age 54, Mrs. S
Howard, age 69, Walter W. Stubblefielit
R. B. Buck) Morris, age 78, Mrs;
Nancy Pogue, age 82, and Mrs. Janit
Brown, age 76.
Rev. Athol V. Heavens of Berea hat,
been named as pastor of the Firs.t
Christian Church.
Miss Charlene Brinn and Dewet.
Turnbow were married February 12.
Births reported this week include 4
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wes Tommy on
February 12.
Mrs. I. A. Linn celebrated her 92nd
birthday on February 8.
Bible Thought
But ye are a chosen generale.,
royal priesthood, an holy intim ...
I Petef
God chooses us! We do not-
choose Him! We must live like
those who are chosen, filled with
lose and understanding.
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Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunt* Equipment
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Short Shots From
Land Between The Lakes
Handgun Task
Force Named
Robert D. Smith, biologist,
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, has been named to a 14-
member Task Force Com-




The task force will study the
possibility of using larger
caliber handguns for other
purposes than hunting, the
inherent complications with
existing laws and regulations,
and is expected to submit
recommendations before the
1976 hunting season.
Anyone who has comments
or opinions regarding the use
of handguns for hunting
should contact Smith. Every
facet of this type of hunting
will be explored so that the
legitimate-. hunter and the
potential law violater may be
identified.
Firewood Pamphlet Available
Copies of "What You Should
Know About Firewood Before
You Buy," a new pamphlet
availabe from TVA, explains
that firewood is generally sold
in "cords" or "ricks" and
details the difference between
the two terms. With careful
measuring, consumers can
determine how much they
have had to pay for the
amount of wood actually
purchased. The pamphlet is






Boy Scouts in the western
Kentucky and Tennessee area
can gain instruction in a series
of merit badges at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes. The
program will center around
Camp Energy, a major group
camp in the northern portion
of the area.
Available by reservation,
the programs will begin with a
session on Environmental
Science, February 7 and 8.
Additional activities will in-
clude: Orienteering, March
13; First Aid, March 20 and 21;
and Wilderness Survival,
March 27 and 28. Sessions will
be held in the newly win-
terized assembly building at
Camp Energy at 9 a. m. TVA
staff will serve as instructors







S. 12th St 753-3226
iating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. tutu Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. g Sat.
Crappie fishing just about
hit bottom last week. Many of
the finest fishermen in this
area went to several different
places and caught almost no
fish at all. It just goes to show
that no matter how good a
fisherman one is or what kind
of fancy fishing rig he has,
there is no guarantee that he's
going to catch fish. However,
unless there is a lot of rain in
the river basins, fishing
success should improve
steadily until the end of the
crappie run in late May or
early June.
++++++++
Depicted in the series of
drawings is an easy method to
fillet fish. First cut the fillet
off the fish. Then use a fork to
hold the skin down while
sliding the knife between the
meat and skin. Next, cut the
ribs out, making sure that all
bones have been removed.
You then have a nice fillet that
may be cooked in a variety of
ways.
This method of removing
the fillet from the fish and
then skinning it allows one to
get more meat up around the
head of the fish. Also, the cuts
are smooth when the fillet is
laid flat on a cutting board.
Many people use an electric
knife to fillet fish. It allows for
a smooth, even cut.
When all fish are cleaned,
place fillets in a pan of salt
water and wash thoroughly.
Pour the water off and rinse
fillets, and then cover fish
with salt water again. After
soaking the salt water for a
few minutes, the fillets are
ready for cooking. Or if you
prefer, leave them in the
water and chill overnight in
the refrigerator.
There are many recipes for
Remove fillets from fish.
  As Low As $295 at
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON MeClURE GRAYSON MCCLURE
Tok• 94 East otrt of Murray for 1 rnelits Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonnrt Grootory
blacktop mto Panorama and follow blacktop to your rtgh
Telephone 502-436-5483
formation can be obtained by
contacting RECREATION
SERVICES, TVA, Land




"Eagles 1976 - A Bicen-
tennial Weekend" will be held
at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park just west of Cadiz,
Kentucky, on February 27-29.
The 3-day session will feature
Karl Maslowski, renowned
wildlife photographer; Dr.
Clell Peterson, noted western
Kentucky ornithologist; and
David Sorenson, biologist for
the Chippewa National Forest
in Minnesota, who will speak
on "Management and
Research of Bald Eagles."
Guided field trips to Land
Between The Lakes to observe
the eagles will also be
highlighted. Pre-registration
is encouraged. For additional
information write: EAGLE
WEEKEND, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231.
Waterfowl Census Taken
A waterfowl census taken
recently by TVA Division of
Forestry, Fisheries, and
Wildlife indicates that some
5,283 ducks and 170 geese were
counted in an aerial survey
taken in Lyon, Trigg, Stewart,
and Marshall Counties.
Mallards and Gadwalls were
the most frequently observed
ducks. The survey also in-
dicated some 24 Great Blue
Herons wintering in the area.
One Bald Eagle was sighted.
Turkey Seminar
March 13
A Wild Turkey Seminar, the
first of its kind ever held in the
state of Kentucky, will be held
at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, Saturday, March 13.
Distinguished speakers from
Kentucky, Tennessee,
Missouri, and Alabama will
speak on the history,
management, conservation,
and restoration of the elusive
bird. Additional information
on the seminar can be ob-
tained by contacting
WILDLIFE, TVA, Land




Youth groups interested in
completing a conservation
project or wanting to help
improve our environment
should contact TVA's Land
Between The Lakes. Staff will
assist such groups in planning
a worthwhile project in Land
Between The Lakes. For
additional information write
or call GROUP CAMPING
SECTION, TVA, Land Bet-
ween The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231,
telephone 502-924-5602.
Slide knife blade between filet and skin.
cooking fish. Probably the
best way is to deep fry them in
vegetable oil. First, drain the
water off and roll fish in
yellow corn meal which has
been seasoned to your taste.
Preheat the vegetable oil to
about 390 degrees and
carefully drop fish into the
cooker. Cook fish until it is
golden brown or until it floats
to the top. Carefully remove
fish from cooker and serve
while hot. You'll be in for
some mighty good eating!
++++++++
Be sure to watch MSU
Channel 11 for "Murray
Outdoors" on Thursday night
at six p.m.
Cut ribs away from fillet.
How to choose right campsite
Where you pitch your
tent or park your vehicle
could make or break your
camping vacation this sea-
son. Availability of the
proper facilities, proxim-
ity to entertainment or
activity, and weather con-




The camper who enjoys
scenic or historic attrac-
tions, excellent fishing,
hunting and boating and
well equipped camps (wa-
ter, tables, fireplaces, rest-
rooms and showers) is wise
to spend his time in the
outdoors at a national
park, monument, forest or
state park camp.
Recreation-oriented
folks who want to spend
their vacation swimming,
water skiing or boating
can usually find excellent
camping conditions and
perhaps stay closer to
home by choosing a na-
tional recreation area, pri-
vately owned forest or
recreational area or com-
mercial campground lo-
cated near a lake.
The most rustic condi-
tions are available for
those who enjoy "rough-
ing it" in wilderness and
primitive areas and on
public lands.
The best way to find an
ideal camping spot is to
plan early by visiting with
rangers and park super-
intendents, studying bro-
chures, maps and director-
ies.
For information about
a particular location, write
to the State Parks and
Wildlife Department in
the state where you're
headed.
A ibpo
Deer Hunt On The
Great Swamp Refuge
By GEORGE BECKER
In weather suited best to
ducks and geese, 150 water-
logged hunters .. showed up
yesterday at fog-shrouded
Great Swamp National
Refuge in Harding Township
and began bagging their quota
of white-tailed deer, which,
wildlife experts say, are too





unsuccessfully sought to stop
the hunt, were on hand to
Insure that the game was
killed in a "humane way."
George Gage, manager of
the refuge which annually
handles more than 200,000
hikers, wildlife photographers
and hunters, said that by 3:15
p.m. 35 deer had been killed,
weighing from 50 to 150 pounds
each. A 200-deer limit has
been set on the deer taken in
the refuge, created originally
as a waterfowl habitat.
The 150 sportsmen who
showed up yesterday at 7 a.m.
were chosen by computer last
September from a pool of New
Jersey hunters. The season's
limit is one deer per hunter."
The hunt runs through Dec.
13, and, if necessary, on Dec.
17. It is being conducted for
the second consecutive year
because officials of the
Interior Department say the
herd has outstripped the food
resources of the refuge.
Kill Fawns
"It wW be of better use on
someone's dinner table, than
starving during the winter,"
Gage said.
Gage, who supervises a staff
of 12, said he hoped that fawns
would be killed, not adult does
or bucks whose size makes
them better able to reach food
during the winter when many
plants are covered by snow.
Hunters can only use
shotguns—although for the
first time in New Jersey they
may use rifled slugs this
year—and must have their
dead deer inspected by
wildlife biologists, who weigh
the carcass, note its age and
remove the reproductive
organs to study how
productive it was.




Judge Frederick B. Lacey in
Newark decided to allow the
hunt despite the objections of
the Fund for Animals and of
Deer, Ecology, Environment
and Resources Ind.
They filed an appeal ih
Philadelphia, but it wai
rejected. The groups contend
that the hunt is a
-miscarriage by wildlife
justice" because they assert
the government's figures
about the herd size and the
refuge's food resources are
inaccurate.
As for Gage, 36, a native of
Saratoga, N.Y., the protest is
the first he's heard of in-
volving reduction of white-
tailed deer herds in the 300 run
by the Interior Department
throughout the country.
-This is not a typical deer
hunt situation," he said,
referring to the protests.
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How does one become in-
volved in bowhunting?
Usually personal involvement
in any sport is preceeded by a
period of association with
people who are -into" the
sport involved, or by interest
generated by reading about
the sport. At some point the
individual decides that. he
wants to participate, and he
gets into it.
Bowhunting, like any sport,
requires a certain period of
time in which the participant
learns about the sport. There
is investigation into what type
of equipment is used in the
sport. Knowledge must be
gathered concerning the
whereabouts of the game to be
hunted, and information about
just "how" one goes about
hunting game with bow and
arrow. In too many cases the
would-be bowhunter never
really "gets it all together."
In order for the new sport to
be enjoyable, and hold the
interest of the new bowhunter,
there has to be a certain level
of "success." This success can
be as simple as a feeling of, at
least, being on the right track.
Progress in the sport
developes increased interest.
Many hunters "try"
bowhunting, get discouraged, -
and just give it up.
Beginning bowhunters
should not be left on their own
during this important period
of development Too many
times the result of inadequate
training is the spoiling of
another bowhunter's sport,
and a bad name for the sport
of bowhunting. Good training
for bowhunters would
eliminate many of the
problems that beset the




been concerned about the
future of the art of bowhun-
ting. These people know that
the future of the sport
depends, in no small measure,
on the caliber of bowhunters in
the field. The main idea
behind bowhunter education is
to emphasize "quality" and
not "quantity."
About a year ago the
National Field Archery
Association and the National
Rifle Association drew close
together and formed the NRA
Archery and Bowhunting
Committee. The NRA has long
been involved in hunter
education, and has become
increasingly aware of the
needs of bowhunters. The
NRA has pledged support for
bowhunter education.
About the same time last
year, The National Field
Archery Association, through




Program. The aim of the
program is to improve the
quality of the individual
bowhunter and to upgrade the
sport of bowhunting.
The NFAA program is
comprehensive, covering the
sport from very fundamental
aspects, such as how an arrow
harvests game, to the more
complex trailing techniques
that bowhunters use to locate
their deer, following a good
hit.'
Bowhunters who take the 6
hour course will be instructed
by at least 2 WAIL Bowhunter
Education qualified in-
structors. The instructors use
the text book "Bowhunting
Deer," and other aids, to
explain the 15 points of
bowhunting that are the main
points of emphasis in the
course.
Competence with equipment
is also stressed in the course.
Following the first four hour
block of instruction, there is a
two hour block devoted to
understanding the equipment
that the bowhunter expects to
take to the field. The
bowhunter must demonstrate
his ability to sharpen
broadheads, and his
familiarity with his equip-
ment, when he shoots several
arrows at a full size deer
target.
The mairi idea tif this pahse
of training is to familiarize the
student-bowhunter with his
own limitations, and the
limitations of his equipment.
If the bowhunter cannot hit the
target from 30 yards out, he
will realize that a 30 yard shot
is beyond his effective range.
This phase of the program is
not a lesson on shooting
techniques. It is simply an
opportunity for the bowhunter
to go over his equipment with
a qualified instructor,




Sometimes we come to a
piece in our journey through
life that we feel a need to
"speak our piece" concerning
a certain thing or things. If I
can establish communication
with this battered old Royal
typewriter our column for this
week will venture forth with
an opinion. Yes, I have heard
that definition of opinion and
wholeheartedly agree with it.
This opinion is the
outgrowth and product of
twenty plus years of four
wheeling through thick and
thin, poverty and plenty,
happy and sad, and trouble
and triumph. It is not offered
with any self concocted notion
of being an "expert" on the
subject nor is it given with
malice toward anyone. It is
simply a statement of my
feelings upon a subject and I
freely give you the reader a
one hundred percent right to
disagree.
Some of you fellow four
wheelers are already won-
dering whether I'm going to go
after litter, beer drinking
trespassing, "rut cutting", or
the state of world affairs in
general. Surprise.
Down on the great state of
Tennesse a couple of weeks
ago the "Red Mule" (1976
Jeep truck) and I were
proceeding slowly and with
some difficulty down a road
which did not draw any at-
tention during the great public
works period of Roosevelt and
even less attention since. Our
main purpose was just to see
where the road went. We were
actually looking at crop
conditions in the area and this
old road was just too in-
teresting to pass by.
If you can envision us as
being in the boondocks you are
"right on". After topping a
rather steep grade I saw one
of the most picturesque old
country houses in many a day.
It sat to the edge of a group of
Danette Roberts shown with her dad, Danny, as they





learn what effective range is.
For some bowhunters, this
may be their first contact with
another bowhunter who can




Part 2 of the field com-
petency experience requires
the bowhunter to shoot five
arrows at a full size deer
target. The shooting is done at
distances from 10 to 30 yards,
and the bowhunter must put
three shots in the vital zone.
Following satisfactory
completion of the course
activities; the bowhunter is
issued a card certifying him
as a qualified bowhunter.
Satisfactory completion of
part one, the 15 points of
bowhunting, and the first part
of field competency is all that
is required of a Kentucky
bowhunter for certification. In
the near future it may be
required that the full course
be completed for certification.
This course is a giant step in
the direction of assuring that
the bowhunters who are in the
field are the ones that really
should be there. There is no
room in the sport for those
who will not strive to be the
best bowhunters that they can
be.
Serious bowhunters,
veteran and beginner, will
benefit from the Bowhunter
Education Course. But the
chief beneficiary of the course
will be the sport of bowhunting
itself. When a group of
sportsmen have standards to
live up to, the quality of the
graveyard. One of the seven
tombstones bore the name of
the other fellow's grandfather
and the date of death was 1921.
That was the most recent date
visible. Our five mile trip back
out was uneventful although
the "Red Mule" did manage to
 -•1 thoroughly cover itself with
huge oak trees overlooking a
two hundred acre valley
below, Porches completely
enclosed the house proper.
Decay had taken its toll and
the screen wire was all but
gone. What looked to be a tire
from a Model A swung gently
in the breeze suspended by a
trace chain from one of the
hughe oak limbs. The window
panes were broken and the
hand hewn wood shingles were
almost done for. It was a
grand old house in its day but
that day was past.
Proceeding about a mile
further up the old road I found
two hikers trudging along the
path. The "Red Mule" and I
being by ourselves, invited
them aboard for the ride. Both
of the fellows were in their
thirties and evidently about
walked out. I didn't take much
listening to discover that they
were from Memphis and had
come down to see the old
graveyard where one of them
had a grandfather buried. The
other it seemed, had just
purchased a new eight
thousdand dollar rig with four
wheel drive, and offered to
bring his friend down.
Right away I assumed that
they had buried it somewhere
In the Tennesse mud and were
trying to walk out. Not so. The
fellow flatly stated that he was
not about to scratch up his
nice shiny new four wheel
drive which cost eight
thousand dollars. I had
already noticed his disap-
proving look when the
protruding branches raked
down the woodgrain trim on
the sides of the "Red Mule."
Or when one of the big tires
tosses a hunk of mud up ten
feet in the air and it fell on the
hood with a resounding thunk.
About a mile further we
came to the end of the old road
and sure enough, there was the
chunks of the sticky red mud. I
could almost here it snort
when it came to a dripping
halt on the gravel road where
the nice shiny eight thousand
dollar rig was parked.
My philosophy has always
been that when something is
too nice or good to use then I
don't need it. I apply that to
living room sofas and four
wheel drive rigs. What is the
point in laying out eight
thousand dollars for a rugged,
tough and capable four wheel
drive rig if you are going to be
too finicky to use it? These
things are not toys and they
are not p/ayprettles. They are
made to take people and
materials to places where
other rigs can't make it and
through situations where the
going does get tough. Most of
us who own four wheel drives
spend about ninety-five per
cent of our miles on the paved
roads and about five percent
in the rough stuff. If you don't
care about the five per cent
then why not buy a passenger
car to begin with?.
There is a great difference
between USE AND ABUSE." I
have never thought abuse to
be a feature of proper four
wheeling but it can be over-
done in the other direction
alio.
Don't be afraid of using your
four wheel drive. It may be
dolled up and it may be pretty
but it is born, bred, and beefed
up to do just about anything
you ask of it within reason. It
doesn't hurt to get them dirty
and I do mean DIRTY.
Neither is it a crime to keep
them looking nice as long as
you don't lose the desire to use
them. Those blotches that
come from everywhere on the
backroacis don't do any lasting
damage if you will keep the
surface protected with wax







Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
BOWHUNTING
DEER
DYNOMITE LITTLE YELLOW BOOK This is the text
book "Bowhunting Deer" that is the reference manual
used in the NFAA Bowhunter Education Program. All
bowhunters, veteran or beginner, will benefit from
reading "Bowhunting Deer," whether they take the
qualifying course or not. "Bowhunting Deer" is available
from members of The Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society,
or from NFAA in Redlands, California, 92373.
sportsmen, who make up the
group, will improve.
This course is not a panacea
for all that is wrong in the area
of sporthunting, but it is a
good start toward regulationof
the sportsmen who go hunting
the the bow and arrow.
If there are any qestions
regarding the Bowhunter
Education Course, please feel
dent or two is nothing to really
be ashamed of. Don't let the
fear of them keep you from
gaining some of the
satisfaciton that is rightfully
yours as the owner of a four
wheel drive. USE IT.
It is a little absurd to me
why anyone would buy a four
wheel drive and spend
countless hours talking about
it arid bragging on it and fixing
It up into a first class off road
machine; and then be afraid
to use it. Why bother? If you
don't aim to get off the beaten
path just put four big mud grip
tires on an ordinary pickup
and you can LOOK like a four
wheeler. Pius you'll save five
or six hundred dollars.
There are a lot of farmers
around here wo drive some
pretty sharp looking trucks
but when planting time
arrives you'll see a little diesel
fuel spilled in places and some
nicks in the bed where those
cans of chemical and broken
free to ask them.
The text book "Bowhunting
Deer" is available from the
members of The Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society, or from
NFAA, Redlands, California,
92373. Two dollars will get you
a copy M a hurry!
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
parts get thrown in and the
upholstery may get a little
stained and there will be an
accumulation of mud and
dirth just about all over but
those four wheel drives harig
in there. And you can believe
that they will pack those tools
and diesel fuel and supplies
and spare parts wherever they
are needed when they are
needed. Maki they get the
crop put in the ground and
things let up a little then you
may see a little soap and
water and some minor
touchup in a few places.
Presto - a sharp looking truck
again._
Four wheeling isn't for
everybody. Come to think of
it; I and a certain aunt never
did come to a definite
agreement about a certain
living room sofa either.
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ATLANTA, Ga. — Over $35
million in federal aid funds for
sport fish and wildlife
restoration and hunter safety
funds was apportioned for
distribution in December, 1975,
by Secretary of the Interior
Thomas S. Kleppe.
The distribution brought to
Pal million the amount made
available to the states in the
fiscal year 1976 by the federal
government.
Lynn A. Greenwalt, director
of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service said these funds will be
used by the states and the
governments of Puerto Rico,
Guam, the Virgin Islands and
American Samoa to finance
flak and wildlife programs.
Of the total funds available,
$56.4 million Is for wildlife
restoration and $20.2 million is
for fish restoration.
Keadecky received $1431,282
it the total allotment. Of that
figure, $777,450 was desigaated
for 'wildlife restoration, $138,1172
for boater safety and $217„M$
for fish restoration.
Federal aid funds are made
available to the states in two
apportionments annually as tax
receipts become available at
the U.S. Department of the
Treasury.
This year, a preliminary
apportionment of approxi-
mately $43 million was made on
July I for the fiscal year 1976.
The second apportionment, an-
nounced this week, represents
an additional $35 million.
Funds for wildlife restoration
and hunter safety programs
come from an 11 per cent excise
tax on sporting arms and
ammunition and a 10 per cent
tax on pistols and revolvers.
Fish restoration funds come
from a 10 per cent exist tax on
fishing rods, reels, creels and
artificial baits, lures, and flies.
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We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. eleiney. Ky. 7S3-144111







RIG REBOUNDER — S-11 janier fommell Whey liedspetft (32) of Murray High gets the
position on 6-4 foneard Tony Wiriness,' ofilicksierp Coady. Nedspels pulled off nine rebounds
in the contest and had eight points, six of which wee in the third (porter.
Stuff Murton by Ma licestlen
Vanatta Named To Head
Ohio Valley Conference
MURFREESBORO, TENN.
(AP( — Bob Venetia, athletic
director at Oral Roberts
University for the past three
years, will succeed Paul
Dietzel as commissioner of the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The appointment of
Vanatta, 54, was announced
Friday by Dr. D.P. Culp,
president of East Tennessee
State University and president
of the OVC and chairman of
the selection committee.
Dietzel, former football
coach at Louisiana State,
Army and South Carolina, will
become athletic director at
Indiana University. He has
been OVC commissioner since
last summer.
Culp said Vanatta and
Dietzel will work out the date
Vanatta will become com-
missioner.
"It is anticipated that it will
be a fairly early date, shortly
after the OVC basketball
tournament," Culp added. The
tpurney ends March 5.
said Vanatta has a broad
4ange of athletic ability and
four schools.
"I am extremely excited
about the position of com-
missioner of the Ohio Valley
Conference," Vanatta said.
"It is something that I have
given a great deal of thought
to since I became aware that
Paul Dietzel was leaving.
"Having been a basketball
coach and athletic director at
Memphis State, I know and
respect many of the people in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
since we played several of the
league teams."
Vanatta said his philosophy
calls for a well-rounded
athletic program. "I believe
that the OVC has that now and
I am certainly in favor of
maintaining it," he said.
The OVC has university
division status in all sports
except football. The basket-
ball program is considered
Carner Leading After
!First Round Of Tourney
1: ST PETERSBURG, Fla. LPGA tour.
(AP) — JoAnne Carner at- Mrs. Gardner sank seven
:: tributes her first-round suc- birdies, four from 12 feet away
cess in the $45,000 Orange or better, and had no bogies in
Blossom Classic of the Ladies one-putting nine greens en
Professional Golf Association route to the 65 that tied her
;:. to her putting game. previous best competive-
.:. She attributes her game to round score.
one-time men's golf star Miss Little, two strokes
. • Gardner Dickinson. ahead of veterans Sandra
"One year I won $22,000 and Haynie and Mary Horner and
went to Gardner, took three three in front of Sandra
'.essons and went out and won Palmer, Kathy Whitworth and
195,000 that year," Mrs. Kathy Postlewait, also had a
earner said Friday after fine day on the greens with
carding a seven-under-par 32- rounds of 34 and 33.
33--65 for a two-stroke lead in Ten golfers in the field of 114
the 23rd annual event. "I saw are bunched at 71. Another
him once last year and I won eight are tied at even-par 72.
$0.000." The field will be trimmed to
Super might be the word for the low 60 and ties after
"; her play, especially on the today's round. The tour-
greens, as she gained a two- !lament is being played over
'stroke lead over Sally Little, the the 6,500-yard course at
who has never won on the Seminole Lakes Country Club.
experience, having been a especially strong.
collegiate head coach in four OVC schools are East
sports — football, basketball, Tennessee, Tennessee Tech,
baseball and track — and has Austin Peay, • Middle Ten-
also been athletic director at nessee, Eastern Kentucky,
Morehead, Murray and
Western Kentucky. All eight
are state supported univer-
sities.
Culp said the OVC
headquarters will remain in
Lexington, Ky. They were in
Nashville until Dietzel
became commissioner.
Poces Good (hr u Tuesday
*use Your MASTER 0461402 Car f
10-7 Mon.-Thurs. Bel-Air Shopping Center
• 9-8 Sat. Marne
Get to know us; you'll like Ug..„..
10-8 Friday
1-6 Sun.
Tigers Whip Falcons To
Go To 115 For Seaso
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The bleacher bums are in
the news again.
The lovable folks in the
bleachers first hit the scene at
Wrigley Field during a rare
run at the pennant by the
Chicago Cubs a few years ago.
This time, it wasn't
baseball. It was basketball
and the bleacher bums made a
hit, with the Murray High
team that is, as the Tigers
slipped past visiting Hick-
many County 53-48.
A huge and loud group,
consisting mostly of Tiger
football players, were on their
feet from the start of the game
to the end. Not only did the
rest of the fans get involved in
the antics but so did the Tigers
on the floor.
The noise seemed to pick up
Murray's tough defense as the
Tigers had one of their best
games of the season, against
one of the best teams they've
Played.
"Our fans are tremendous.
They gave us a big lift and
have done so all year. It really
helps our players," Tiger
Coach Cary Miller said.
Hickman County, which
carried a 12-6 record into the
contest, led once in the game.
They scored the first basket of
the second peirod to take a 9-8
lead.
For the rest of the game, it
was a battle of players on the
floor and a screaming contest
between the fans.
Again, it was super team-
work for the Tigers. Several
times in the first half, junior
guard Raymond Sims fired
beautiful oases under the
bucket to Andrea Perry, who
scored 12 of his 14 points in the
second period when the Tigers
stretched the lead out to as
much as seven points.
In the third period, it was all
junior Lindsey Hudspeth as he
scored six of his total eight
points and Murray pulled out...onto tenth. But Newport
to a 44-33 lead at the end of the Catholic dropped from fifth to
period,
114 FOR TWO — Murray High guard Raymond Sims goes in for
two of his 10 points against Hickman County Friday. Defending
for the Falcons is Kenny Humphrey (20).
WERT1100T'S IN THE ACT — Raymond Sims (10) of the
Tigers gees inside to come fp with a rebound
while teammate Andrea Perry (24) is there hist to mare sir.
Perry was the laidhog scorer in the pm* es ffi• 6-4 homier for
ward tossed In 14 points.
Stuff Pbetes by MII• &mode.
Then in the fourth period,
the momentum completely
changed as the Falcons of
Dale Ray came out and scored
the first six points of the
frame.
From then on, it was a dog
fight to the end.
With 3:10 left in the game,
Robert Barclay hit a 15-footer
and that pulled Dale Ray's
Falcons to within two points at
46-44. But Sims hit a wide-open
22-footer with 2:50 left and the
Tigers again led by four.
At the 2:06 mark of the
game, Sims hit two free
throws on the one plus to give
Murray a 50-44 lead before the
Falcons scored four points in
succession to pull within two
Male Retains Top
Spot In Cage Poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville Male again has
Kentucky's best boys' high
school basketball team, ac-
cording to the Associated
Press poll.
A panel of sports writers
chose Male unanimously, and
also unanimously named
1.ouisville Ballard as the
number two team in the state.
Lexington Henry Cray held
onto its third-place ranking in
the poll, despite losing to
Bryan Station Tuesday. But
Bryan Station, on the strength
of that win, moved up into a tie
for fourth with Shelby County.
Louisville Shawnee stayed
in sixth place, and Louisville
Central kept its seventh
ranking. But Lexington Tates
Creek moved up one spot to
number eight, and Louisville
Trinity made a similar move
into the ninth spot.
Elizabethtown, after
blasting Larue County Friday
and squeaking by Lexington
Lafayette Tuesday, jumped
eleventh.
Several other teams made
their first appearance on the
poll this week. Owensboro
Appollo got the number 12
ranking, while Covington
Holmes and Madisonville tied
for 13th.
Ashland. ranked 12th last
week, rounded out the poll,
falling to 15th.
BOWLING
TOWSON, Md. — Dave
Davis averaged 208 and held
the lead over five bowlers
after match play in the $70,000
Fair Lanes Open Bowling
Tournament.
with 1:12 left.
Murray High toil the ball
and went into a freeze. Wtih 13
seconds left on Friday the
13th, Frank Gilliam was
fouled. Gilliam missed his
first free throw attempt and
Coach Miller called for a
timeout, perhaps to take
Gilliam's mind off the fear of
missing two in a row.
Gilliam stepped back out
and hit the charity toss and
Murray led 51-411. Barclay was
called for a charging foul with
six seconds left and Wilder hit
two free throws to seal the win
for the Tigers.
"It's hard to run if You don't
have the ball,' Miller said of
Hickman County's usual
slowdown game.
"We forced them to play our
game a couple of times
though. We did manage to get
out and run a few times. We
can still play much better ball.
We made too many turnovers.
"We got a really good effort
out of Perry in the second
quarter and Wilder had a fine
game. He showed a lot of
leadership out there and did
an excellent job in balding
Tim Larkins.
"Sims did a good job run-
ning our offense and got a lot
of good help from Richie
Richardson and Bret Har-
court. Richardson and Gilliam
really played steady games,"
Miller added.
One of the keys was the free
throw shooting. Down the
stretch in the last period,
Murray High canned five of
six attempts from the
Murray High shot .461 in the
game on 24 of 52 while the
Falcons hit .367 on 18 of 49. In
the rebounding department,
Murray had a huge 40-22 edge
as Wilder and Hudspeth pulled
down nine apiece.
Perry's 14 led the scoring
while Sims, the only other
player to hit twin figures for
Murray, added 10. For Hick-
man County, the 6-5 Larkins
and Barclay each had 13
points while guard David
Dixon added 12.
The Tigers are now 11-5 on
the season, having won nine of
their last 10 games, and will



















































34 5 17 53
7 16 10 15-43
I 11 111 ff-03
UNDERCUT FOUL — Remy Humphrey (20) of Hickman County ran under Andrea Perry (24) of
Hee rigers on this play. Perry, who hung a the air for what seemed [Hie an eternity, made the
two-pointer bet missed the free throw.




A bird can sit on a naked electric
wire without harm. Because it is touch-
ing only the wire, nothing else.
But if you touch the very same
wire while standing on the ground, on
a metal ladder, or on the roof. . . zap!
You would get a terrible electrical
shock. Maybe enough to seriously hurt
you. Maybe enough to kill you.
Watch for electric wires. Be ex-
tremely careful when working with TV
antennas, moving ladders, and carry-
ing long objects like metal pipes.
Look up and look out. Never touch
an electrical wire with your hand, your
body, or anything else.
A bird can get away with it. You
can't. •
































































ire now 11-5 on




fg ft pf tp
4 5 4 13
5 1 1 11
5 3 2 13
3 2 2 8
1 1 4 3
18 12 12 18
wf
ft tf pf tp
4 2 3 10
1 0 0 2
0 2 4
3 2 4 8
7 0 2 14
40 4 8
3 1 2 7
24 5 17 53
7 16 10 12----41
111 18 9-23
se Perry (24) of
prnity, mode the
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THE TOSS - All eyes are on MHS center Don Hubbard and Calloway County's David Williams during this crucial jump ball at o 40-
40 deadlock during Friday night's Laker-Cardinal game won by Mayfield, 48-46. Hubbard, who controlled the tip and made a basket
seconds later, lead all scorers with 21 markers, while Williams topped the hosts with 13.
Het Pinto by Stay* W. Givens
Tears Of Joy Brighten
Face Of Dorothy Hamill
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
INNSBRUCK (API - She
sat on a brown corduroy sofa.
A gold medal dangled from a
ribbon around her neck and a
bouquet of flowers was
cradled in her arms.
"I can't describe how happy
lam," she said.
So said Dorothy Hamill as
the bells in old Innsbruck
tolled midnight.
Eleven years of dedication,
hard work and sacrifice had
come to fruition-Dorothy
Hamill of Riverside, Conn.,
was the gold medalist. She had
reached the pinnacle of
women's figure skating in the
12th Winter Olympics.
Earlier, the same eyes that
now glistened in a delayed
news conference in the
catacombs of the Olympic Ice
Hall had welled with tears.
Dorothy admitted she cried
shortly before she went onto
the ice to skate the most
important program of her 19
years. It was emotion.
Then, after the results were
in and a big red carpet had




"I couldn't help it," she
said. "It wasn't because I had
finally won the medal. It was
seeing the American flag go
up and hearing the band play
'The Star Spangled Banner."
The man who draped the
medal around Dorothy's neck
wasn't just another blue-
coated official. It was Lord
Killanin, president of the
International Olympic
Committee.
And those two young women
standing on either side of her
weren't just any skaters. They
were world cham-
pions-Dianne de Leeuw of
The Netherlands, the 1975
winner, and Christine Errath
of East Germany, queen of
figure skating in 1974.
Dorothy had skated against
them for these titles and lost,
but not this time.
The long-legged Miss de
Leeuw, who lives in Los
Angeles but skates for The
Netherlands, had to be content
with the silver medal, and
Miss Errath the bronze.
For this one exhilirating
evening, Dorothy was un-
beatable. She was superb.
really felt confident all
week," the petite, dark-haired
teen-ager told reporters who
had seen her skate in a dress
she described as American
Beauty Rose, and then stayed
on for the long wait for a chat
with the new champion.
"I am usually very tense
and nervous. It is my nature.
But I was more relaxed."
Dorothy's coach sat beside
her, sharing for the second
time in this Olympics the
glory of his students. Carla
Fassi of Denver, a man of
Italian birth, also led Britain's
John Curry to the men's in-
dividual crown on Wednesday.
Racer Women Lose Game
Illinois State University
held off a Murray State rally
to whip the Lady Racers 56-43
in a very physical game
played here last night.
The first half was very close
but during the height of the
Murray momentum, starter
Vickie Dillingham sustained
an injury to her left knee.
With Dillingham out, the
TENNIS
TORONTO - Third-seeded
Vitas Gerulaitis rallied to
defeat Jan Kodes 1-6, 6-2, 6-4,
advancing to the semifinals of
the $64,000 World Cham-
pionship Tennis series.
GENERAL
POISON, Montana - John
K. Miljus, 80, a major league
baseball player from 1915 to
1929 died at his home.
Built like the BIG
ONES!
8, 10. 12, 14.vilvizoitio,
16 hp models
Yard care is fun again Case compacts offer the
same precision engineering, performance, dura-
bility and service as big Case farm and con-
struction tractors. There's plenty of guts and
power to mow 34 to 48 inches wide - rototill big
gardens - blow snow from long drives. Exclu-
sive Case Cushion-Control hydraulic drive!









Ladies slowed down and
trailed Illinois State 25-19 at
the half.
Illinois State came out at the
start of the second half and
pumped in eight straight
points before the Ladies could
say "defense."
With six minutes left in the
game, the Racers pulled to
within five points but Illinois
State would have none of that.
Kathy Susher popped in two
By The Associated Press '
EAST
Columbia 75, Harvard 67
Dartmouth 60, Cornell 58
Massachusetts 76, Maine 69
Pennsylvania 73, Yale 53
Princeton 56, Brown 47
SOUTH
Florida So. 105, Florida
Mem. 89
Howard 74, N Carolina
Central 68
S Carolina St 64, Delaware
58
MIDWEST
N Dakota 81, Morningside
78, OT
Simpson 60, William Penn 59




Texas-El Paso 82, Colorado
St 64
FAR WEST
Arizona 89, Utah 76
Boise St 78, Idaho 76
Idaho St 79, Gonzzga 74
Los Angeles St 87, Cal Poly
Pomona 81
Loyola 101, Seattle 85
Montana St 88, Weber St 80
New Mexico 57, Wyoming 51
Oregon 75, California 64
Oregon St 70, Stanford 66
LED HARNESS HORSES
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( AP) -
Hambletonian winner Bonefish
was voted the top 3-year-old
trotter for 1975 in the US. Trot-
ting Assn.'s annual poll of har-
ness %writers and sportscasters.
The top 3-year-old pacing title
went to Silk Stockings, the lead-
i n g money-winning pacing
mare.
Owned during 1975 by A.M.
Cuddy Stables of Strathroy,
Ont., and trained and driven by
Stanley Dancer, 13onefiah's rac-
ing career ended tbrough an in-
jury after seven wins in 12
starts during the year. The colt
now is in stud and belongs to
CasUeton Farm ef Lexington,
Ky.
Silk Stockings, owned by
Clair and Ken ?dank of Bear,
Del , turned in 12 stktories 10 34
starts in 1470. Her driver was
Preston Burris.
straight and Illinois State led
by nine. Debbie Hayes
returned a bucket for Murray
and that seven point dif-
ference was as close as the
Racers managed to get i he
rest of the game.
The Racers once again put
in a poor performance at the
free throw line as they
managed only nine of 23.
Illinois State had ten out of
21 attempts.
The Lady Racers host a
weak University of Evansville
tonight. Game time will be




Illinois (561 - Tomich 9,
Howard 4, McKinzie 8, Ellis 5,
McNamara 8, Sucher 12,
Willard 4, Slayton 6.
Murray 43) - Jones 9,
Macovik 12, Leimbach 4,
Hayes 8, Parrish 4,
Dillingham 6, Stokely and
Maddix.
The 19'77 Amateur Public
Links golf championship spon-
sored by the USGA will be held




By STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Romanticism was
ever where Friday night in
Jeffery Gymnasium.
It was a pre-Valentine Day
setting between the red-clad
Mayfield Cardinals and the
host Calloway County squad
wearing home white with red
trirruning.
A smiling homecoming
queen, Miss Sandy Bibb, was
crowned as part of festivities
which honored the 1972 CCHS
graduating class.
Giant boxes of heart-shaped
candy were seen being
distributed between lovers in
the crowd.
But on the hardwood,
Calloway County and
Mayfield were the biggest
sweethearts around, trading
leads, turnovers, and blushes
before the Cardinals assumed
command early in the final
period and posted a narrow 48-
46 pulsating win.
Coach Bob Sparks' team,
which improved its mark to
10-10, actually began to move
with 4:19 left in the third
period when it ripped off 10
points to the hosts' single
basket by CCHS's senior Greg
Byers. Before that binge, the
Lakers owned a comfortable
31-21 lead, but when the hosts
stopped being nice the Cards
had deadlocked the situation
33-all.
Chief culprit for MHS was 6-
4 sophomore center Don
Hubbard who sacked three
long-range buckets and made
life uncomfortable for the
Lakers on the inside. For
example, after hitting a 15
foot jumper, Hubbard caught
junior Laker guard Tommy
Futrell coming in for a lay-up
with 309 showing and a
second later the ball was
heading for the outer rim of
the parking lot.
Then Hubbard, the First
Region's llth ranked scorer
with a 19.3 average per outing,
scooped in a 25 footer which
cut the MHS deficit to 33-31. A
minute later he tipped a pass
towards teamamate Glenn
Mitchell who connected and
the game was tied.
The Lakers were charged
with four turnovers during
that drive which proved to be
TRACK AND FIELD
TORONTO - Wladyslaw
Kozakiewicz of Poland set a
world indoor record in the pole
vault by soaring 18 feet 31/2
inches.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. -
High school sensation Houston
McTear equalled the meet
record of 5.9-seconds in the 60-
yard dash.
GOLF
SAN DIEGO - Mike Morley
and J.C. Snead shared the lead
after two rounds with a score
of 133 in the $180,000 Andy
Williams-San Diego Open Golf
Tournament
fatal when the final period
began as the Cards continued
to keep the pressure high.
Senior Laker guard Mike
Wells, who pumped in 12
points for the night,' tied up
Hubbard with 7:25 left under
the CCHS basket. Wells, who
stands 6-2, missed getting the
tip from the taller Hubbard
and fouled him downcourt in
an attempt to steal.
MHS, which managed 10 of
18 free throws for the game,
got only one point from their
leading scorer as Hubbard's
second shot bounced off. . .
shades of Cardinal dreams. . .
into the hands of senior Roth
Stratton, who fired a pass
sophomore David Youngblood
and a second later the Cards
owned their first advantage
36-33.
Laker guard David
Williams cut the margin to a
point when he stole a low MHS
pass and popped in a lay-up
while a step in front of the
Card defenders. Mayfield's
Joey Shelton, a 6-3 sophomore,
chose the next trip dovmcourt
to score one of his fdur points
and boost the visitors ahead
again by three.
Coach Sparks called time
with 3:35 remaining when
MHS lost an overthrown pass
from Mitchell to Hubbard.
When play resumed, Shelton
drew a foul from the Lakers'
senior guard Terry (Fly)
Beane and dropped in both
free throws to push the score
to 40-38, MHS.
Williams, the hosts' leading
scorer and most dangerous
threat in the final eight
minutes, deadlocked the
contest for the seventh and
final time at 40-all when he hit
two foul shots.
Hubbard and Wells each had
generous opportunities
presented them by the op-
posite forces during the next
30 seconds. . . Wells missing
his wide open lay-up with
2:39 showing and CCHS behind
by two. . and Hubbard
connecting on his to make it
44-40 Cardinals.
That score stood until
Williams pumped in a pair of
free throws with 1:14 showing
and the stage was set for the
final climatic minute of ex-
changes.
Wells seemed to set the
tempo for the Lakers when he
bulled under the Cardinal
bucket and dropped in a lay-up
with 30 seconds left that made
it 45-44, MHS.
Mayfield had never seemed
to cash in on the crucial free
throws until Hubbard stepped
to the stripe five seconds later
after Beane had fouled him
going up for a rebound. The
first shot was unbelievable. It
seemed as though it never
would make it to the back-
board, then hit the back of the
iron before tumbling forward,
but at the las possible moment
before one could say Valentine
cupid. . . it fell in!
HUBBARD HUMS - Msyfinkri sophomore center Dem Ilebbanl (42) attempts two of his
lauding 21 rhos goring last night's Laker-Caramel desk in Jeffery Gyminesiosn. Calloway Coun-
ty's Greg Dyers (51) defends sails Terry (Fly) Boone (35) positions for a possible rebored mnd
Tammy Petrel (23) welts in frost of tbe metiers.
Hubbard's second shot
swished easily, but CCHS
worked the ball to Wells with
10 seconds remianing and he
sacked the crucila bucket that
cut the Card lead to 47-46.
Coach Sparks instantly took
MHS's final timeout and with
two seconds left, Beane drew
his fifth foul on Mitchell, who
hit one shot but missed the
second CCHS's which
Williams grabbed and called
time. The Lakers' hopes
vanished, however, when
Byers' shot from between the
mid-court line and the Laekr
foul line bounced off the back-
board harmlessly at the final
horn.
Back in the first Half when
both squads only tallied 12
points in the opening frame, it
seemed neither could find the
offensive combination. But the
Lakers soon began taking
advantage of the hospitable
visitors after a 10-10 tie with
5:12 left in the second period.
Wells, %Villains, and Futrell
all hit buckets which sent the
Lakers out front by six before
MHS could score on a Mitchell
jumper, but Calloway con-
tinued as Beane added a 10
footer and reserve Don Mc-
Cuiston slapped in free
thorows which moved the
Lakers on top 21-13 at the half.
Each team scored eight
points through the first four
minutes of the third period to
prepare for the sudden turn of
events which would follow.
Statistically, the teams
shared nearly everything.
Mayfield outshot the Lakers,
hitting on 19 of 42 field att.
tempts for 45 per cent of the
hosts 19 of 56 for 32 per cent.
CCHS had the edge at the line,
80 per cent to 55 per cent, but
the Cardinals won the contest
by getting eight more chances
than the hosts as MHS hit on 10
of 18 to the Lakers' 8 of 10.
Calloway had a 32-26
rebound edge over the taller
visitors, who were guilty of 11
turnovers to their hosts' 10.
Coach David King's squad 4-
14 on the season, journeys to
the Second District next
Tuesday night to face the First
Region's leading scorer, Gene
Root, and the remainder of the












































































BOXED IN A CORNER - Laker *ler peril Teeny Farrel is
surrounded by MOM red in tile form of (22) Diem fillitchell and .
(42) Don Hubbard during this third quarter situation last Wein.
Mayfield outscored Hit hosts 20-12 der* that period to sip
to 411-46 win.
Huff Plans by neve IV. Givens '
so many
People
ime is so precious these
days. You say, "Happy Val-
entine's Day" to someone
and if they answer at all it's
a derogatory remark de-
flating your reference to "Another sense-
less" Holiday ... . in their estimation.
The custom of sending declarations of
love on St. Valentine's Day began in
medieval France and England. The belief
being, birds began to pair February 14th,
which made it a proper occasion for
sending lovers tokens. These tokens were
given the name from the Saint of the
day, a third-century priest named
Valentine. Has time become so valuable
we feel it wasted accepting tokens of
love? I hardly think so. There is nothing
more precious in our world today than
thoughts . or tokens of love. Their
scarcity is constantly increasing their
value. Let's take time to observe St.
Valentine's Day. .. if only in our
thoughts. Have a happy Valentine's
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WELLS CONTROLS - &miler guard Mike Well hauled awe this relieved during the taker-Cardinal gam Friday night which theneeised the COO liessecooning mood. Meyfield's Jeff ffill(50) waits for sue attempt to steal with the rtioneinder if the players move in closer. Wellsfinished with eight points, while NW eallectted only two but contrileited a strong defensive of.
fort.
Sleff Plane 5 Steve W. Gimlet
Two Technicals Hit Costello
As Bucks Fall To Cavaliers
By The Associated Press
Bill Fitch got a technical
foul, but he could laugh about
it afterwards. His team won
the game.
It was Larry Costello who
was really mad. He lost.
"Down the stretch you
shouldn't call any fouls unless
you're really sure," the
Milwaukee Bucks' coach
sizzled. "It's a sin to play 47 
minutes and 40 seconds or
whatever and then get a
whistle on a judgement call.
That determines the whole
game. Unless you're really
sure, you shouldn't be allowed
to do it."
Costello was steaming
Friday night after officials
called , two technicals in the
last minutes that helped
Fitch's Cleveland Cavaliers
beat the Bucks 101-96 in ta
highly controversial National
Basketball Association game.
"Go over to their lockers
and ask them what hap-
pened," Costello said,
referring to referees Ken
Fallmer ad Darrel Garretson.
'They've got it locked like a
drum. You can't talk to them.
;bey're the Almighty,11 
'. The crucial play came with
Milwaukee holding .a 95-93
lead when the Bucks' Bob
Dandridge was charged with
fouling Jim Cleamons.
Dandridge, who had scored 20
points, was assessed two
technicals for protesting the
foul and then kicked out of the
game by Falkner.
Bobby Smith sank two free
throws on the technicals, and
Cleamons converted his pair
is the Cavaliers led 97-95.
Milwaukee was never able to
eatch up.
Were 134, Rockets 109
• Fred Carter scored 32 points




• By The Associated Press
• Fridays Boys Games
sfric112 Co. 75, Gsklwell Co. 60
Warren Central 73, Glasgow 65
Warren East 69, Edmcnson Co.
45
Cavema 80. Hart Co. 86
1Vurray 53, H ickman Co. 48
Mayfield /8, Calloway Co. 46
Burgin 73, Portland Christian
64
DNS Co. 82, Lone Jack 55
Pineville 73, Harlan 69
Paducah S. Mary 82, BaNard
Memorial 80
rancy Farm 91, Carlisle Co. 80
Sedalia 87, Cuba 64
Wngo 76, Fulton City 68
Jeff. Bishop David 46, Butler
4:6
Jeff. Ahrens 86, McLean VO.
SS
Jeffersontown W, Westport 57
Jeff. Waggener SA, Atherton
78
Braves 101, Kings 96
Jim McMillian scored 11
points and reserve center Dale
Schlueter came off the bench
to pull down eight rebounds in
the deciding fourth quarter as
Buffalo beat Kansas City.
Celtics 109, Suns 108
Jim Ard scored one point,
but it came with three seconds
left and gave Boston a tight
victory over Phoenix.
Soaks 119, Hawks 102
Seattle's Tom Burleson and
Herrn Gilliam each scored 20
points to lead the SuperSonics
past Atlanta.
Lakers 126, Jazz 112
ICareem Abdul-Jabbar's 32
points and Gail Goodrich's 30
led Los Angeles over New
Orleans.
Koch's Effort In 50-Kilometer
Race Ends With Frustration
By WICK TEMPLE
AP Sports Editor
INNSBRUCK (AP) - Iva"
Formo of Norway gave his
country its third gold medal of
the 12th Olympic Games,
winning the 50-kilometer (31
miles) cross-country ski race
today as a valiant effort by
American Bit-Koch-the
leader at the halfway
mark-fell far short.
Fenno covered the grueling
distance in two hours 37
minutes 30.50 seconds while
Gerd-Dietrnar Klause of East
Germany took the silver in
2:38:13.21 and Benny
Soedergren of Sweden won the
bronze in 2:39:39.21.
Meanwhile Koch, who had
given the United States its
first Nordic event medal ever
with a second-place finish in
the 30-kilometer cross-country
race last week, raised hopes of
another startling finish by
moving up from fourth place
at the 14.5-kilometer mark to
first at the halfway point.
Those hopes faded quickly
as Koch, of Guilford, Vt., tired
in the second half of the race.
After finishing far back in the
field, Koch looked exhausted
and glassy-eyed and had to be
helped to his dressing room by
two officials.
"I didn't think I was going to
make it," said Koch, who was
reported by a team doctor as
apparently suffering from
cerebral hypozia-a shortage
of blood flowing to the brain.
The doctor said the4 20-year-
old Koch would recover within
an hour and no serious effects
were expected.
It was only the second time
Koch had attempted such a
distance, though he gave the
United States its silver medal
in only his third try at 30
kilometers lest week.
The East German silver
medal raised its overall total
for the Games to 17, including
six golds. Russia continued to
lead in medals with 12 gold
and a total of 28 with the
United States third with three
golds and 10 medals.
It was the first of five gold
medals to be decided on this
last busy day of the 12th
Winter Games. Also on
today's schedule were the
men's 10,000-meter speed
skating, the men's ski slalom,
the four-man bobsled and the
ice hockey championship.
The United States hockey
team tried to match the
earlier ice successes of its
speed-and figure-skating
cohorts, seeking a bronze
medal with a tie or victory
against the West Germans.
"I think all the guys are
mentally prepared for a big
victory," said United States
left wing Steve Jensen of
Plymouth, Minn., who had
scored five goals entering the
final game. "We seem to be
peaking, gaining more con-
fidence, while the other teams
are getting weaker."
The Americans, who had
lost to Russia and
Czechoslovakia before beating
Finland and Poland,- needed a
tie or a victory against West
Germany to win the country's
11th medal of the Games-one
short of the alltime best
United States winter per-
formance.
After that, the Russians, 4-0,
and Czechs, 3-1, battled for the
gold medal in hockey. The
Russians needed a victory or a
tie to win their fourth con-
secutive Olympic title.
Entering today's com-
petition, the Soviet Union had
12 gold medals and a total of
2e; East Germany was second
overall with six gold and 18
total while the United States
was third on three golds and 10
medals.
Also to be decided were the
titles in the men's 50-
kilometer (31.1 miles) cross-
country ski race, the men's
10,000-meter speedskating, the
men's ski slalom, and the four-
man bobsled.
East Germany carried a
strong lead into today's final
two runs of the four-man
bobsled competition with
Meinhard Neimer-driver of
last week's gold medal-
winning two-man team-at
the helm of the sled. The West
Germans, driven by two-man
silver medalist Wolfgang
Zimmerer, held second with
Switzerland in third. The two
American entries were 17th
and 19th, respectively.
In another development,
United States speed skaters
were to hold a tournament of
their own today to fill out the
squad that will represent
America at world skating
championships next month.
Olympic medal winners Sheila
Young of Detroit, Leah Poulos
of Northbrook, Ill., and her
fiance Peter Mueller of
Mequon, Wis., all were
assured spots with the team.
Ferocious winds had taken
their toll on speed skaters and
skiers Friday, possibly
costing West German ski
sensation Rosi Mittermaier
her third gold medal of the
Olympics when she came
within 12-hundredths of a
second of beating 18-year-old
Kathy Kreiner.
Miss Kreiner, who said she
had skied only two really good
races in her life, earned
Canada its first gold medal in
12 years at these Winter
Games by covering the course
in one minute 29.13 seconds.
Lindy Cochran of Richmond,
VL, managed 12th place in
1:31.33 as the best American
finisher.
But the biting breeze had no
effect on 19-year-old Dorothy
Hamill of Riverside, Conn.,
whose four-minute gold medal
performance in the women's
figure skating scintillated a
packed crowd of 9,000 at the
ice arena. Floral bouquets
showered the ice when her
display came to an end.
Amu° 77, mselsonvine 70
Jeff. Male 93, Manual 75
Jeff. Western 53, Stuart 48
- Jeff. Seneca 82, Durrett 66
Covington Ho/mos 80, Conner
75
Maysville 82, Covington Holy
Cross 73
North Hardin 75, Franklin-
Simpson 49
Lexington Henry Oay 74, An-
derson Co .15
Jeff. Shavalee 70. Iroquois 65
Heath 711, Farmington 62
Lone Oak 71, Symeonia 70
iiPeducah Tilghman 90, Lowes
Jeff. St Xavier 44, Trinity 42
Thorn as Jefferson 81, Eastern
16
,Jeff. Fern Creek 65, Fairdale
SO
Jeff Pleasure Rkige Park 52,
toss 32
Jeff Valley 86, Meade Co. 74
Hazel Green 66, Lexingion
Sayre 60
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Garden or Potting Soil
111. 4 Oz.
3 Lb. Garden SoilPotting Soil
S
Price *Flowering Shrubs - sr
•Rose Assortment - $227 222SAVE 1 22 77C Rea
'
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Answer to friday s Putzie
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NOTICE
Approximately 12AM sq. ft. o1
rental space available at bid
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.










Any size gravel or
smooth surface
roofing by Johns Man-









now associated with Bill
Riley at the downtown











vertising 753- /9 19.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati-
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TODAY
THE PHANTOM
YOu TAKE ME TO YOUR
PRINCE,. OR 170 I TURN YOU
• INTO TOADS 2
BEATLE BAILEY
PAVE A FAVOR ( IT
TO ASK'. WOULD BOGS
You PLEASE NOT MEP
DRUM YOUR
FINGERO ON
'YOUR 17E514 ? •
IM 501Z1Z,I. Yr TO DRUM
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WE LOOK into your



















Answers to name King.
Strayed away near






Pima orreimps. Call or
roes geed' Duke Ike






Center, 7th and Maple.
BUY THE best for less.







;753-0/184. Our prices will
increase 5 per cent
effective March 1st.
RETAIL STORE help
needed due to ex-
pansion. Permanent
employment, send
resume to P.O. Box 32W,
Murray, Ky.
WANT GOOD Carpenter




IF YOU HAVE successful
sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $300-$51X1 per week,
plus auto expense,
contact us today. We
have an excellent op-
portunity to the right










tobacco setter. Call 489-
2188 or 753-3337 after 5
p.m.
15 Articles For Sale
JENNY LIND Crib, foam
mattress and bumper
pad, recliner car seat,
chalk board, bouncing





back chair, dated fruit
Jars. Call 489-2180.
SPECIAL Mr chain link
fence with 13#e 0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and de wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sixes 12%16'. For
all your fencing needs
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
BROYHILL HUTCH, can
be used as room divider
or hutch. Dark wood.
Call 7534872.
a man wakes up in the morning after sleeping under
an advertised blanket on an advertised mattress and
pulls off advertised pajamas. Takes a bath in an ad-
vertised tub, shaves with an advertised razor, washes
with advertised soap, puts on advertised clothes, sits
down to breakfast of advertised coffee, puts on ad-
vertised hat, rides to his officein an advertised car,
writes with an advertised pencil. . . then, he refuses to
advertise, saying advertising doesn't pay; and later,
when his business isn't good enough to advertise. . .
he advertises it for sale.
If you believe in your business and want to build it,
Advertise
laffilYn Sander son Awn Lome* Berbers AlezaNder Frank Goorades
Just give us a call 753 - 1919 we'll be glad to help
The Murray Ledger and Times
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15 Articles For Sale
COLOR T.V. antenna,
rotary and pole. Used 1
week. $60.00. Green oval
chair like new, $30.00.
Call after 2 p.m. 753-
7143.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
kieen cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric




12, short ladies wig,











town, must sell. Come
any day after 3 p.m.,
1515 Clayshire. Call 753-
2380.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
44 " or as" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"
.bar, $10.50; or 20" bar,
111.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee.





2572, Murray, Ky. Route
6.
FOUR PIECES of wicker
furniture, ornamental
iron, hitching post.
Maple drop leaf table










1 Vacuum Cleam, ,
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple





TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, I row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
19 Farm Equipmr-





sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectama tic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4






Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.















for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
RUNABOUT BOAT, 1972 TWO STORY oak log




150 h.p. Mercury built-in
gas tank, complete 1975 25" Sylvania.
electrical system, Television console with
trolling motor, other remote control. Call 753-
accessories. Drive on 7160.





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,






Forklift21 ft mast, s de shift,
can be seen at
Purchase
Equipment
11 Mobile Home Sales
12x0 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom. Call 753-9914,
or after 6 p.m. 436-5695.
1971 KINGSWOOD, 12 x




1973 60 FT. Fleetwood
double wide, 3 bedroom,
2 baths, central gas





12 x 60, two bedroom,
washer, dryer, central





SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included.
$5,000.00 or take over
payments, under
$100.00. Phone 753-0994.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
?Li Wit,* Hi.,me Rentals
SMALL TWO bedroom,





1975 HAYWOOD, mobile month. Water and
home 12 x60, reasonable garbage pickup fur-
price. Excellent con- nished. Call 753-2377.
di t ion. Call 753-6979.














FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom house in
country. Willing to do

















apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th.


















Dear Pam, You are
always in my thoughts
day and night, together
and apart. Sincerely
Larry.
Richard, You are in my
thoughts day and Knight I
will always love you.
Love Rita.
Happy Valentine's Day
to Grandma and Grandpa
Tucker and Holsapple.
Love, Chris.
Dear Billy Joe, I love
you so much words can't
tell you, happy Valen-
tine's Day. Lisa your Doll
With Love Valentine's
Day to Wayne, Tim, Lisa,
Curtis, Cheryl, Chris,
Mother & Daddy. Love,
Burlon & Charlene
Charles, Happy
Valentine's Day to the






Chopper (J. C.) Happy
Valentines Day! We love
you, and want you to
know it, and this is how
we're going to show it.
Love forever, Yacky,
Hippy and Moon Goon.
Happy Valentine's Day




we love you and miss you.
Love Joe and Missy








Dorothy. I love you Sam.
Happy Valentine's Day
Mom and Dad. With Love,
Tammy Conaway
cAlIfeeit-
To my loving Husband,
David, Happy Valentine's




Alan and Amy in
Louisville. Grandmother
and Granddaddy Canon




Mom and Dad, All My
Love Anne
Have a Happy
Valentine's Day Mom &
Dad. Love James &
Vickie
Kay, loving you is easy
to do for you are, who you
are and I love you doll. H.
J.
Larry, I know you will
have a happy Valentine's
Day, because I love you.
Maddie
Sugarbear, I love you
today and always. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love,
Baby













North to 783 South which









male, 20 months, $200








located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.











61 2 S 9th 753 5719
Happy Valentine's Day
Mother Burkeen from J.
B., Jo, Patsy, Dennis, and
Carol.
Happy Valentine's Day
Mother Workman from J.
B., Jo, Patsy, Dennis, and
Carol.
Sean Wilkins have a
happy time on this
Valentine's Day with best
wishes from J. B. and Jo
and family.
Happy Valentine's Day,
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If In Results You illallt-Iti (MST lib' Of You Need
i Real Estate
EDUCED TO $34,000.
or this attractive 3
m, 2 bath, brick
eneer home with





arage,1.2 acre lot. Call
53-8080 for more details
r contact Boyd-Majors
eal Estate, 105 N. 12th.
UCTION! This 5
oom, 2 bath, Stucco
ome will be offered at
uction Saturday, Feb.
4,1976, at 2:00 p.m. The
roperty, located at 1601
armer Ave., may be
nspected at 1:15 p.m. on
y of sale. Terms: 10
r cent down, balance
t delivery of deed.
ilson Realty & Auction
cross from post office.
one 753-3263 anytime.
ACRES located two
miles west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes




barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 505 Main Street,
urray 753 7531-0101 or
7 6.
E QUALIFIED per-
1 at Guy Spans'
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
ycamore Street, 753-
1 SUNNY LANE is an
exceptionally nice home
for the price of
$25,000.00. 3 bedrooms,
large bath, carpeted,
large kitchen with stove,
dishwasher,
refrigerator, nice
drapes, 1 car garage,
beautiful shade trees, a
must to see if you need a
home in this price
range. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
OR SALE duplex
located on Highway 94,
two miles East of
Murray. Two bedrooms,
carpet, brick, and other
extras. Now renting for
$260.00 month. Has four
extra lots with highway
frontage, $32,000 gets it
all. Call 753-8500 or 474-
8816.
12 ACRES of good cleared
land. With new 3
bedroom brick, built-ins
central heat and air.
Call 753-8615.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick, built-ins, large
lot, has large stran-steel










Three bedroom =dere home,
edditiesel bed rerelobie
et les rperli of Norm es 141,




46. Homes For Sd.p
THREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 31/2
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 753-
0840.
FIVE ROOM HOME 1/2
acres, large garden fruit
trees. Three car garage,
new storm cellar.
Farmington area, call 1-
345-2172.
THREE BEDROOM
house, 2 years old, 3
large lots, close to lake.






large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on llth Street. Call 753-
7974 or 753-1877 or 753-
0704.
MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200x 105
corner lot. Unique
sunken den and rock
fireplace. ,,Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.





rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.




in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 11/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet
of living space, 16 x 24
garage. Call 436-2107
after 6.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr-level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm











107 N. 4tk St. 753-4417
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom briCk home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
0846, for appointment.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big




Realty, 711 Main. For,
the second straight week'
last week's feature
home sold early this
week. There is a
demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers









FULL SET OF Chevrolet
Wheels 2 14 x6 black
center Mags, 2 14 x7
chrome rev. rims. Sell
all for $45.00. All like
new. Call 354-6691.
2-7 INCH REVERSED
ROCKET mugs to fit
Ford or Chrysler
product with real good
G60-14 white letter tires
480.00. Phone 1-354-6691.
WORTH THE MONEY.
1963 Custom Ford van.
New paint, mags,
paneling and carpet.
Sharp. $700.00. Call 753-
4398 after 5 p.m.
1975 MONTE CARLO,
red. Black landau roof.
Mags, sharp. Call 437-
4608.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000




blue, white interior. Air
and power. AM-FM
stereo. 1 mile west of




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-






wagon, factory air, GT
equipment. Extra
sham. MIA. can 753-
2424 8 a.m. to 5-p-in., 753-
5747 nights and
weekends.






from 9 a.m. to 9p.m.
1968 PONTIAC. How
about a good work car?




NICE 1972 Datsun 2 door,
automatic, low mileage.
$1,450. 1970 Valiant




1972 Chevrolet pickup V-
8 automatic. 1973
Chevrolet 6 cylinder
straight shift. 1973 Ford
V-8 automatic. Call 474-
New 1975 Chrysler New Yorker, loaded
with extras, sticker price 8456.35 -
reduced to 8926.00.
New 1975 Chrysler Newport Custom, lots
of extras, sticker price 6743.05 - reduced
to 5605.00.
New 1975 Gran Fury Custom - loaded with
extras, sticker price 6185.55 - reduced to
5187.00.
1974 Imperial Le Baron, extra nice car'
with all the options, be sure and see this
one.
1974 VW Beetle - extra clean car with low .'
mileage, a real gas saver.
1973 Pinto Runabout - priced to sell at
only 1875.00.
1975 Chevrolet Blazer 4 wheel drive, 1600
miles, and loaded with extras - showroom
new.
1975 International Scout - 4 wheel drive,
low mileage, winch ready to head for the
woods.
41975 Ford F100 Pick-Up - 7500 miles - like
new except for the price.
1970 Ford F100 - just right for that second
vehicle.
1968 Ford F100 - ready to go with topper. ,
Weekend Shopper Special - Brand new
1975 Dodge D100 Club Cab - air, fa
power, cruise, and lots of other options in-
cluding a 440 4 bbl. For those big loadsL-
new sticker price 6651.00 - reduced to
5475.00.
Now in stock-new shipment of Plymouth










1974 CAMARO zn Type
LT. Air, power steering










bucket seats. Black. Call
753-8631.
1972 AIJDIE, Super 90,
good condition. Call 753-
7694 or 753-2282.











painted, just cleaned up.
Call 492-8269 after




1969 Dodge 2 ton, flat










wagon. Power and air.
Good condition. Call 436-
5624.
1973 GTO low mileage,
clean, local. Power, air,
400 motor. Call 489-2715
before 6 p.m., 489-2289
after 6.
1969 OLDSMOBILE 49,000
miles, air, $725.00. Also
Cassette tape player,
$60.00. Call 753-4579 or
753-8668.
1966 NOVA AND 1972






Call 753-4124, South 4th













struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.





vicinity of 121 South and
94 South to New Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505, open 7 days a
week.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.









efficient service. No job




No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.












Tom's Vinyl Repair, 489-
2752.
MARRIED WOMAN will
babysit 5 or 6 days or
nights a week in my
home. Experienced and
has references. Call 753-
0160 after 5 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE























753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2118
for your butler Agri-
Builder.
54 Free Column
FREE 2 Part Collie-part
Shepherd puppies. Six
weeks old. Sweet and
cuddly. Give a bundle of
love for Valentines Day
Call 753-4307.
FREE FULL grown male
part Beagle has a quiet
and friendly per-
sonality. Call 753-4307.
FREE 3 months old grey
tiger striped kitten.
Male, sweet and loving.





Bids ant being taken for mowing Elm Grove
Cemetery. Equipment must be furnished
and bids made on a per mowing basis. Mail
bids by February 28 to Box 140-K, Route 3,
Murray, Ky. For further information call
753-4441 or 436-2354.
Airroofvely decorated 3 OR - 2 13 - don w116 ill. 1/2 1 • &slim - OM OW'fireplace pored tbremelbeid
75 Acres .3 OR - frorboldlegs • ponds
3 MI • 11 • deo • hest of *arm - Weed
sel hale




UM% MI, G. IL L
'Woe. defrodoeo
Wilson Real Estate
Across from Post Office
Call 7534263 any tkne for all your real estate needs
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Yarn Sold In Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky health officials are
trying to track down ship-
ments of yarn imported from
Pakistan and sold in Kentucky
that may be contaminated
with potentially fatal anthrax
bacteria.
The 4-ounce balls of yarn,
usually packaged in plastic
bags, were imported from
Sarfraz Brothers of Lahore,
Pakistan, and distributed in
this country by Creative Hand
Weavers of California and
Tahki Imports Limited of New
York, according to Dr. C.




The yarn apparently has
been sold to at least three
college art departments and
several handicraft stores in
Kentucky.
Joe Fitzpatrick, chairman
of the University of Kentucky
art department, said his
department received a call
from health officials late
Friday afternoon.
Fitzpatrick said two areas
where the yarn in question
might be stored were sealed
off and that health officials
had been asked to examine the
yarn today.
He said the school was
alerting persons who had
taken courses that would
involve handling the yarn.
Hernandez said art
departments at Kentucky
State University in Frankfort
and the University of
Louisville received some of
the yarn, and that some was
sold to the Berea College
Store, Studio John's in
Lexington, Nandee Yarn in




The funeral for Will Alton
will be held Sunday at two
p.m. at the Mt. Pleasant
United Methodist Church with
Bro. Charlie Sweatt of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Darrel
Cotes, Charles Littleton,
Gerald Raspberry, John
Loftes, Joe Green, and Otis
Brown. Burial will be in the
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.
Mr. Alton, age 87, died
Friday at two a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Mrs.
Dessie Douglas Alton, died
about six years ago. Born May
25, 1888, he was the son of the
late John and Julia Smith
Alton.
The deceased made his
home with his daughter, Mrs.
D. B. Louie) Grubbs of Hazel
Route Two, who survives,
along with a brother, Rube




Funeral services for Mrs.
Bernie ( Lula ) Miller were
held this morning at ten
o'clock at the Flint Baptist
Church with Rev. Heyward
Roberts and Dr. H. C. Chiles
officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as soloist.
Active pallbearers were
Milton Walston, Odell Colson,
Mart in Bailey, Jr., Paul
Hopkins, James Miller, Larry
Gilbert, Raymond Brittian,
and Noble Hopkins. Honorary




Rickman Billy R. Roberts and
Orville Whitlow.
Burial was in the Murray
CO, Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Miller, age 75, died
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at the
West view Nursing Home. Her
husband died July 28, 1938.
Born February 7, 1901, at
Hamlin, she was the daughter
of the lice John and Susan
Newberry Stalls. She was an
acave member of the Flint
Baptist Church and has been a
, cook at Almo School.
Survivors are her son,
William B. Miller and wife,
Sue, three grandsons.
Ken, and Mark Miller, four
great grandchildren, Tammy,
Angie, Allen, and Amy Miller,
all of Murray Route 'Two, one
brother, William Stahls of
Chicago, Ill.
tarius Shop and the Astro
Strodel Studio in Berea.
"I have no idea how big a
problem it is," Hernandez
said. We have some places
where we have reason to
believe this yarn has been
delivered. We are alerting
everyone because I believe we
must.
-I'm just trying not to scare
people today," he said, "but if
you happen to touch it ( the
yarn), it is very dangerous."
He said persons who have
purchased the yarn should
immediately wrap it in two
layers of plastic bags and call
local health department of-
ficials.
One death from anthrax,
apparently contracted from
the yarn, has been reported in
California. Officials said no
cases have been reported in
Kentucky.
When the disease affects the
skin, it is characterized by
blisters at the site of the in-
fection, Hernandez said, and
untreated infections may lead
to blood poisoning.
Bra John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church Of Christ
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear the
minister, Bro. John Dale,
speak at both the 10:40 a.m.
and Six p.m. services on
Sunday, February 15.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Earl Nanny
will make the announcements.
"Stewardship of Souls" will
be the subject of the sermons
for both services by Bro. Dale.
Steve Gough will read the
scripture from Genesis 2:7 at
the morning service and Terry
McDougal will read from
Matthew 16:24-26 at .--the
evening service.
Prayers will be led by
Edgar Rowland and Charles
Reed, morning, and Ronnie
Sills and Bud Gibbs, evening
service.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Floyd Garland
and James Herndon. Jamie
Potts, Mike Lyons, Webb
Caldwell, and Gary Evans will
serve on the Extension
Department.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m. Sunday.
The Ladies Bible Class will
meet Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.
On Wednesday at seven
p.m. the mid-week services
will be held.
WNCH MENU
The menus for the lunches
at the Murray City Schools for
the week of February 17 to 20
have been released by Glenda
Jeffrey, lunchroom super-
visor, who said they are
subject to occasional change.
Bread, butler and milk are
served daily at all schools, and
a hamburger line is at Murray
High and Murray Middle
Schools.
The menus are as follows:
Carter Elementary —
Tuesday — macaroni and
cheese, green beans, carrot
sticks, and peanut butter
cake; Wednesday — hot dog,
buttered potato, mixed fruit,
and cookie; Thursday —
hamburger, potato chips,
pinto beans, and banana
pudding; Friday — sloppy joe,








Murray Middle — Tuesday
— Pizza, green beans, carrot
sticks, peanut butter and
crackers; Wednesday — beef
and gravy, sweet potatoes,
green peas, rolls, butter, and
jelly; Thursday — hot dog,
baked beans, mixed fruit, and
cookie; Friday — sloppy joe,
corn, fruit gelatin, and
chocolate square.
Murray High — Tuesday —
chicken and dumplings, green
beans, peaches and cake;
Wednesday — pizza, Later
tots, tossed salad, and orange
half; Thursday — ravioli, lima
beans, carrots, and donuts;
Friday — turkey and gravy,




Kentlicky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5,
down 6.1.
Below dam 305.7, down 0.4
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5,
down 0.1.
Below dam 313.5, down 0.3.
Sunset 5:34. Sunrise 6: 47.
Tommy Taylor, of Austin, Texas, will present his highly
acclaimed Woody Guthrie-Chad of Dust, on Monday,
Feb. 16, at 800 p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, 4th
Floor, fine Arts Building Murray State University. An ad-
mission charge of fifty cents for off campus will be
made, but no admission will be charged to Murray State
University facuky, staff, and students. This unique per-
formance is being sponsored by the Student Acitivites
Board. Dress informally and bring a cushion or quilt as
most of the seating will be on the floor. A reception will
follow the program, and the audience is invited to stay,
share in the punch and cookies, and meet Mr. Taylor, a
board spokesman said.
Tearful Patty Tells Of Torture
And Fear At Hands Of Captors
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
tearful Patricia Hearst has
told jurors in her trial for bank
robbery of torture and fear at
the hands of her terrorist
captors.
Chief defense counsel F. Lee
Bailey sent Miss Hearst's
bank robbery trial into
weekend recess late Friday
with the playing of a tape
recording made after her Feb.
4, 1974, abduction. He then had
the newspaper heiress recall
the experience.
On Monday, a legal holiday,
the jury will be taken to two
houses the Symbionese
Liberation Army used as
hideouts in the weeks after the
kidnaping.
At the request of Bailey, the
jurors will be shown the
closets where Miss Hearst,
now 21, was kept blindfolded
and frequently tied.
She has testified that SLA
members sexually assaulted
her in the tiny cubicles and
that some of her dramatic
taped communication were
made in the closets under fear
of being killed.
Miss Hearst was called to
the stand about three hours
after U.S. Atty. James L
Browning Jr. rested his case
for the government. His case
focused on the defendant's
own words and on bank
camera photos showing her
and four SLA bandits during
the April 15, 1974, holdup of a
Hibernia Bank branch here.
The prosecution attempted
to convince the jury that a
declaration of allegiance to
the SLA was authentic and
that Miss Hearst was a con-
verted terrorist by the time of
the bank holdup.
On trial for her participation
in the robbery, Miss Hearst
will resume her testimony on
Itteeday. She contends her
kidnapers forced her to help
rob the bank under fear of
death.
Earlier Friday, a com-
munique from the radical New
World Liberation Front
claimed responsibility for
Thursday's bombing of the
Hearst Castle in San Simeon.
The letter, hand-delivered to
news media, warned the
Hearst family that other
terrorist acts would follow
unless they changed defense
tactics in Miss Hearst's trial
and contributed $250,000 to two
SLA members on trial in Los
Angeles.
Bailey, angered that Steven
Weed had appeared at a book
promotion news conference
two hours before he was to be
the- first witness for the
defense, scratched Miss
Hearst's former fiance from
Carroll Not Planning To Increase
Severance Tax, Legislator Reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll does not intend to in-
crease the 4 per cent coal severance tax
to 5 per cent, a coal area legislator
reports.
Sen. Lowell Hughes, D-Ashland, said
he understands the governor merely
will raise the minimum from 30 to 50
per ton on the severance tax.
That is in line with what Carroll was
telling newsmen weeks ago in a budget
briefing.
Hughes and four other lawmakers
conferred with Carroll Friday af-
ternoon in a continuation of talks on the
future of severance tax aid to more
than 40 coal counties.
The picture which emerged seems
considerably different than previous
reports about the amount and nature of
aid for the coal areas.
Among Hughes' other disclosures:
—It appears new that u to $19 million
and no less than $16 million a year may
be available for the coal counties on a
continuing basis.
- —The governor was receptive to the
concept of Sen. Gene Huff, R-London,
for distributing aid on a multicotuffy
basis through the current Area
Development Districts.
—Carroll also liked the plan of Sen.
William Sullivan D-Henderson, who
was not present at Friday's meeting.
Sullivan has suggested a solution to the
administration's reluctance to give
money to cunty fiscal courts.
He proposed creation of a special
five-member committee within each
county which would be authorized to
spend the severance tax aid without
conditions.
One member would be the county
judge, another the mayor of the largest
city, a third a school representative and
the remaining two would be appointed
by the governor.
—The proposed reconstruction of
Kentucky 80 from Allen in Floyd County
to Hazard in Perry County, a distance
of 45 miles, appears stymied tem-
porarily because of financing.
Hughes said the governor is awaiting
specific proposals from Ky. 80 boosters,
but added there is no financing
available under the revised, program
for the severance tax turnbacks.
The estimated cost is staggering — as
much as $200 million by the time it can
be fourlaned at the end of this decade.
Ford Predicts Victory Over
Reagan In Florida Primary
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — President Ford has
started talking tough on the
campaign trail. Without
naming names, he is implying
hat his opponents are ex-
Ireme rightwingers, nit-
pickers or irresponsible foot-
draggers.
Ford said only a moderate
can win a national election,
and he predicted that he'll
beat Ronald Reagan in
Florida's March 9 GOP
presidential primary — the
race which brought both
candidates to Florida today.
Reagan was o address a
Lincoln Day dinner in
Orlando, while Ford was to
make a series of appearances
in St. Petersburg, Ft. Myers
and Miami.
Stepping up both the pace
and rhetoric of his campaign,
Friday's politicking was an
abrupt change of style for
Ford, who has spent months
working up an image as a busy
presidem doing his job in
dignity and avoiding the
partisan combat of the
campaign trail.
"I think he's just starting to
feel like a candidate," said
one campaign aide Friday
night. "It's not any grand
design, but I can't say we're
unhappy about it."
Ford isn't yet criticizing the
oher presidential candidates
by name, but I he innuendo
hangs heavy and the message
unmist akeable.
The strongest words spoken
so far in his campaign came
Friday in answer to questions
about Reagan, Ford's op-
ponent for he Republican
nomination. But Democrats in
general and Sen. Henry
Jackson, D-Wash., in par-
ticular, also drew Ford's
political fire.
In an exchange with
reporters at the Fort
Lauderdale airport, Ford was
asked if Reagan's candidacy
was splintering the party.
"I don't think it is too
divisive. It is a good contest,"
Ford said, then launching into
a description of his own
campaign, drawn to place
Reagan in a harsh contrast.
"I am running on my
record," Ford said. "I think it
is a good record, and I think it
conforms with the moderate
Republican philosophy that is
necessary to win. Anything to
the extreme right of that can't
win a national election"
Valentine Collector Says
Holiday Is Too Commercial
RYDAL, Pa. (AP) — "Silk,
satin, cotton, wool, Dressed,
you look a perfect doll;
Ribbons, feathers, flowers,
lace, Can't make amends for
such a face."
The verse from an 18th
,Century "penny dreadful" is
me of Diane Apfelbaum's
favorites. It's in her collection
of 15,000 antique Valentine
cards.
Mrs. Apfelbaum, 46, who is
vice president of her
husband's stamp firm in
Philadelphia, collects old
Valentines she finds on buying
trips throughout the United
States and Europe.
Most of the fancy; hand-
made cards in her collection
date from the mid-19th Cen-
tury. Some are decorated with
lace, ribbons and flowers
painted on silk. There also are
three-dimensional "standup"
Valentines, which unfold to
reveal cupids, hearts, flowers
and sentimental verses.
Besides the European
"penny dreadfuls," or comics,
of the late 1880s, Mrs.
Apfelbaum is partial [0 sen-
timental Valentines.
"At the time of Civil War,
Valentines were lovely and
flowery and often used as
proposals pf marriage by
young men who didn't want to
talk of such things.
"Then, late .f/i ( he 19th
Century, people changed and
sentiment became un-
comfortable ... which led to
the sarcastic, biting comic
Valentines," she said.
"Today, instead of ex-
pressing our feelings and
taking time to make
something nice, we have
allowed Valentine's Day
to become terribly com-
mercial.
"Now most Valentines are
purchased by the boxful by
schoolchildren and handed out
by a teacher in the demeans(
That makes me feel sad and
disillussioned."
Mrs. Apfelbaum said she
began collecting valentines
about five years ago after all
her four children were of
school age.
'I wasn't a stamp person at
the time: no background, no
interest and equipped for
zilch," she said. "So in order
to learn the business, I began
to study postal history.
"I discovered the best wa)
to start a collection and I
chose antique Valentines,
each one complete with its
'cover,' which is the mailing
envelope, stamped and
postmarked.
Valentine; in her collection
with decorated and printed
covers, which sold for a penny
or two in the 1800s, are worth
$150 and more today
Holy Communion At
Church On Sunday
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at St. John's
Episcopal Church on Sunday,
February 15, at 10:30 a.m.
with Rev. Stephen R.
Davenport III, minister of the
church, in charge.
Mrs. Leonard Whitmer will
be organist. Acolytes will be
Ben Moore, Hal Hendricks,
and Ray Redden.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 9:15 a.m.
Sunday.
Margaret Cook and Ann
Harcourt will be in charge of
the nursery.
The Bible Study Group
meets each Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in various homes and for
information call Mrs. Robert
Mabry 753-7405.
testifying.
Instead, he called former
neighbors of the young couple
to reconstruct the kidnaping
that led to Miss Hearst's
strange 19-month voyage
through the terrorist un-
derground.
Then, he summoned Miss
Hearst to the stand and guided
her through a somber
recounting of her abduction
and first few hours with the
SLA, ending with the pale
defendant sobbing as she told





will be the subject of the
sermon by Rev. W. Edd
Glover at the services on
Sunday, February 15, at nine
a.m. at Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and at
eleven a.m. at North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Rev. Glover will read his
scripture from I Kings 3:9.
Greeters at North Pleasant





Rev. Jerrell White, pastor,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, February
15, at the Memorial Baptist
Church. His subject will be
"With Love From Calvary"
with scripture from Romans
5:6-8.
Special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Rev. Ron Hampton with Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Mrs. Diane Dixon as
pianist. Their selection will be
"All I Have Belongs to Jesus."
Claude Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning services.
The Youth will present
"Reflections On Winter
Retreat" at the evening
services at 6:30 p.m. The
ordinance of baptism will be
observed at the evening
services.
Church Teaching will be at
1:40 a.m. with Tommy Wilkins
as director on lesson, "The
Tragedy of Rejection" with
Scripture from Matthew 21-22.
Rev. Gerald Owen, pastor of
the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, will be the guest
teacher for the study on Hosea
at the Church Training at 5:30
p.m. with Larry Lyles as
director.
On Wednesday the church
will begin a study of Philip-
piens, and the first part of the
book, "Yes" A Woman's View
of Mission Support," will be
presented at the Baptist
Women's meeting at seven
p.m. Wednesday. The family
night dinner will be at six p.m.
followed by the meetings.
Members of the Royal
Ambassadors will attend the
RA Area Congress at Prin-
ceton on Monday night.
physical abuse of her.
Miss Hearst had appeared
near tears when recalling
particularly painful moments
of that chilly night she was
struck in the face with a rifle
and dragged screaming from
her Berkeley apartment.
It was at the apartment, she
said, that DeFreeze warned
her for the first of "hundreds
of times" that she would be




Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
will speak on the subject,
"The Gift of Life," at the 8:45
and 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday, February 15, at the
First United Methodist
Church. His text will be from
John 4:7-26.
"0 Saviour Hear Us" will be..
solo to be sung by Dr. Joe -
Prince at both services.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ,
will sing the anthem, "Who
Shall I Send," at the 10:50 a.m.
services.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Sunday will be observed as
Boy Scout Sunday with
members of Troop 45 as
special guests.
Both the Senior High and
Junior High United Methodist
Youth Fellowship groups will
meet at six p.m. for separate
meetings with supper for both
groups at se'. en p.m.
Hayden To Speak
At First Christian
G. W. Hayden,. Boy Scout
Executive of the four Rivers
Council, will be the speaker at
the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, February 15, at the
First Christian Church.
His subject for the message
for the special observance of
Boy Scout Sunday will be _
-Dare To Be Different."
Members of Boy Scout Troop
77 will be special guests for the
morning services.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Mrs. Margaret Porter with
Gary Galloway as organist,
will sing the anthem, "Surely
God Is In This Holy Place."
Dennis Taylor will be the
worship leader and Brent
Boston will be candle lighter.
Greeters will be Mrs. H. B.
Bailey, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Smith.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson and
Bro. Bill Porter will serve as
elders. Deacons will be Jim
Clopton, Dr. Joe Cartwright,
Dr. Ron Cella, Terry Hart,
Robert Hopkins, Don McCord,
and Ron Mitchell.
The flowers will be in
memory of Ed Utterback by
his son, Billy, and grand-
daughter, Nancy.
The God Squad will meet
Sunday at 6:30 p.m., but The
Others will not meet.
The Christian Men's
Fellowship will meet Wed-
nesday at six p.m. with Rev
Stephen Davenport as
speaker.
Sore by Winterizing Your House
Insulation is by far
the single most im-
portant way to con-
serve electricity.
There is no other
measure you can
take that will result
in such a dramatic
conservation of
energy.
'Aiwk
Murray Electric System
401 Olive 753-5312
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